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OR,

ROUTING

THE TORY

BANDITS

By HARRY MOORE
CHAPI'Elt

J.~A

Strange Mystery.

"There is something going on over there, boys.
We had better investigate it."
"Suppose we do, then."
"Come on, all hands. It looks like a row of
some sort, and we ought to know what it is."
There were a number of boys in Continental
uniform mounted on exceptionally good horses,
riding alongside of a little river, in New York
~tate, one pleasa nt summer afternoon. At a bend
in the stream, some little distance off, the boys
beheld a cloud of dust and heard confused sounds,
as if there was some sort of disturbance taking
place. The leader of the party of boys who,
numbered about half a dozen, was a lively fellow
by the na:ne of Ben Spurloek, his companions being- Sam Sanderson, Harry Judson, George Brewster, Harry Thurber, Jack Warren, and Will Freeman.
They all belonged to a band of one hundred
sterling young patriots g·hting for American independence and known as the Liberty Boys. The
captain was Dick Slater, a Westchester boy, and
many of them came from the same r egion. At
this time the British held New York, Staten Island, Long Island, and parts of New Jerse y, and
had force s in lo>ver Westchester, whence they
made forays at odd times, g-reatly harassin g the
patriots. Westchester being a neutral ground,
the Tories made trouble frequently, the Cowboys
and their supposed opponents, the Skinners, causing a great deal of annoyance, especially among
the more thinly settled districts.
The Liberty Boys were in upper Westchester
at this time, keeping a watch upon their enemies,
but especially looking for a company of Tory bandits who were reported to be robbing the people
right and left, and yet could never be found.
To return to the six or seven boys on the river
road, who had been attracted by the supposed disturbance ahead of them. They had been out
scouting, so anything suspicious demanded their
· attention. 'Led by Ben Spurlock, they dashed on
at_ good speed, rapidly approaching the point
where they had seen the cloud of dust and had
heard the confused sounds. Coming nearer, the
boys saw a number of men struggling- together
and heard cries and shouts.
"Give it to the Tory robbers! Seize them; don't
let them get away!" they heard some one yell.
There \'Jas an old grist mill on the river, with
a little pie:.· nmning ol1t over the ~ater, an_d a
bridge cr ossing the mill sti·eam which ran mto

the river, the re being an old farmhouse farther
alonp· and somewhat back from the river. The
disturbance was taking place on the road between
the house and the mill, \\"here the road was narrow, the turn in the road and the river enabling
Ben and his boys to see more plainly what was
taking place. The boys rode on with a rush and
a i;hou t, and now some of the men struggling
suddenly dashed away, across the bridge into
the woods beside the mill stream, and S-O ~ut of
sight.
"Were these some of the Tory bandits?" asked
Ben of a man he knew, as the boys cam~ up.
"Yes ; they were robbing Squire Pettigrew's
house, and in the daytime, too, when we got after
them and caught them here. If we had had a
few more we would have captured them."
"After them, boys!" cried Ben. "We may get
them yet."
The boys sprang from their horses and h urried
along the mill stream, hoping to come up with·
the men, who had but shortly disappeared in the
woods beyond the mil l. They saw the trail clearly enough till they reached a tur'1 in the stream,
and then it suddenly disappeared.
"They cannot have gone into the mill, can
they?" asked Harry Judson, ~ancing around.
"One corner shuts off t1'e view oelow, and they
:may have gone in and not into the woods, as it
seemed."
The boys walked toward the mill, and the miller
himself came out.
"Diel those men go into the mill?" asked Ben.
"No, and we would have handled them roughly
if they had."
•
"Then where did the y go?"
"Into the woods, I should say, though I did not
i>ee them."
"Could they have gotten into the mill without
your seeing them, Mr. Grist?" said Ben, knowing
the miller well.
"Possibly, from this side. Would you like to
see if they are hiding- there now?"
"It will be as well to make sure," Ben answered. "If, as you say, they might have entered
on this side without your seeing them, I think )t
will be as well to make an investigation ."
"Very good. I would Like to see you catch the
rascals, if they have made a hiding place of my
mill, which, as you all kn1>w, is a thoroughly i·eputable place."
"Of course it is, Mr. Grist, apd I know that
you will give u s all the hel p in your power ."
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"To be sure I will."
The miller then led the way into the mill
through a side door, and took them all through
it. The miller's men were at work, looking up
for a moment as the boys passed, but paying little attention to them. There was no sign of the
men they sought, however, and they looked in all
'
sorts of out-of-the-way places.
"They could have hidden in the cellar without
my men seeing them," the miller said, "but nowhere else. I heard the disturbance on the road,
but there was a lot of noi se here, and I did not
know what it was at the start. Then I heard that
they had run into the woods and came out, but
:qot soon enough to see them."
"We are much obliged to you," said Ben.
"These bandits are getting bolder and bolder,
attacking men in the dayt ime~ where they used
io do so only at night, and it is time that something was done to put a stop to their evil practices."
"You are quite right, young sir, and I hope that
you will catch the varlets shortly," the miller replied cordially.
The boys then left the mill, and hunted along
the race and in the woods, but saw no trace of
the fugitives.
"Unless they ran through the mill and out at
the other side while the men were at work in
front, I don't sec how they could have got away
so quickly," declared Ben.
"Well . they did get away, all right,'' replied
Sam, "and very suddenly. It"s my sterious, too,
for we seemed to see them enter the woods, and
yet the trail stopped as short as if they had flown
into the air, as witches are said to do."
The boys now rode on past the mill, Ben and
his party returning, as there was nothing to be
done at the mill. They soon caught up with
Dick and his party, and they all proceeded together.
"vVe heard only this one rumor when we were
out," Dick observed to the boys, "and it is not
likely that the bandits will venture out again today. and this is the rst time that they have not
conned their operations to a time of darkness ."
"They are getting bold," muttered Bob, "and
thihnk that they can go out at any time, but they
will have to disabuse their minds of that notion,
for we are bound to catch them, day or night."
"That's right," returned Dick. "They have been
growing bold er of late, and to-night we must
patrol the nei ghborhood thoroug'l1ly , and, at the
slig-htest sign of trouble, get after the scoundrels and rout them."
The camp of the Liberty Boys was about a mile
distant in a wood, and thither the boys now rode
at a gallop, arriving there not long before sunset., being heartily received by those who had
renrninecl b".'hincl. They shortly had their supne<"> Dick deciding that when it was ,quite dark
he would send out several parties to scour the
neighborhood in search of thP bandits, who were
beginning to grow ver~· troublesome.
"They seem to think that they can do anything," sputtered Bob, who was of an impetuous
nature, "and there are Tories enough in the
neighborhood \Yho will help then't if thev g-et
any worse . so that there Is no safet'r for decent
people until the.wretches are driven out."
"Very true, Bob," answere d Dick, "and we must
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make it our business · to drive them out just as
soon as we can find their hiding place, which no
one seems to know at present."
"Then we'll have to find it,'' declared Bob, with
decision, "and if we make up our minds to do it,
we ·will!"
CHAPTER IL-Searching for the Bandits.
When it was quite dark and growing late,
Dick sent out a large number of the Liberty
Boys, dividing them into two or three parties to
search for the bandits. Dick set out in the direction of the mill with one party, consisting of
Ben . Spurlock's party of the afternoon and several more, while Bob went in another with as
many, all good sturdy boys ready for any adventure, and not afraid of meeting any number of
the bandits. Reaching the miller's house, they
saw lights, and as they were passing, the miller
himself came out and said:
"Well. young gentlemen, where are you going
so fast?"
"\Ve are in Search of the Tory bandits,'' replied
Dick.
"Then I wish you may find them,'' replied the
miller heartilv, as he went inside, closing the
door after him.
The bµys set off in the darkness. They passed
a number of houses ''1 ' ere the people had retired,
all being dark and still, as if every one was
asleep. Then they reached a tavern where there
were still some late patrons about, ma king merry
with song and shouts. Dick halted, and said in a
quiet tone:
"These people ma v h;ive heard something of
the bandits. • I think· T will make inquirie"S."
He rode fonvaTd when. getting a <rood view of
one of the front windows, he saw the gleam of
scarlet uniforms.
"Hallo!" he said to him self. "I did not expect
to find redcoats! This is just as good as finding
the Tories, for both are enemies."
Then he sienaled to the boys to come up by
imitating- the n y of a nighthawk once or twice.
In a minute the boys came up, and then they
saw the redroats as well as Dick, and were greatly sm·prised at the sight.
"Jove! this is a surprise, captain." declarerl
Ben. "We didn't expect to see these fellows. You
can't let them go, captain."
There were all of twenty redcoats in the Queen
Charlotte, and there might be more, and Dick did
not have as many boys in his detachment.
"There may be more in the place than what
we have seen," he reflected, "but that will not
matter if we can surprise them. I set out to surp1;se Tories, but everything is sh that comes to
my_ net."
Then he called the boys all up, divided them
into two parties, and sent one to the rear under
the lead of Ben Spurlock, who had been in the
Liberty Boys since the troop was organized, and
who was thoroughly trustworthy.
"When you,}Jear me give the signal, Ben," he
said, "rush into the bar, leaving one or-two boys
to guard the rear door. I will go into the taproom and the private parlor, and we ought to get
all the redcoats."
When he considered that Ben had reached tho
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rear door, Dick gave the signal, and. dashed into
the taproom with half a dozen boys, sending a
few to the private parlor.
"Surrender!" he cried, and the redcoats suddenly found themselves facing a number of muskets.
They sprang to their feet, and some made a
rush to the rear only to be met by more Liberty
Boys.
"Stop where you are!" commanded Ben. "If
one of you attempts to use musket or pistol, he
will have to take the consequences!"
The privates had left their muskets stacked in
·a corner, and the officers -,\·ere afraid to use their
pistols in the face of Ben 's words. The officers
in the private parlor had already been surprised
and disarmed, and now Dick bade the boys march
off the redcoat8 and officers in the bar and taproom. No one dared to make an attempt to get
away for fear of the muskets of the plucky boys,
and they were speedily disarmed, and all the
redcoats in the tavern were marched out. The
officers had horses and they ·were allowed to
mount them, the men being obliged to go afoot.
Dick questioned the officers as to whence they
had come, but at rst they were unwilling to tell,
nally saying that they had come over from the
river, an expedition having been planned against
the patriots, of which their detac,hment was the
advance guard.
"They are more likely a scouting or foraging
party," thought Dick, "and we were very lucky
to discover them."
There was an encampment a mile or two to
the north , and Dick determined to take the prisoners there instead of to his own camp. Jt was
· not so far, to begin with, and then he <lid not
want ta. be trouble<l with prisoners, which would
only hamper his movements in case he wished to
make a sudden clash or retreat.
"We have not found the bandits, but we have
caug-ht a number of redcoats, and put a stop to
some marauding e:Kpeclition," he said to himself,
"so that we have accomplished something, at any
rate."
The officer in charge of the encampment was
greatly surprised at seeing a detachment of Liberty Boys come up at a late hour with a score
or more of Bl·itish prisoners, and was deeply interested in Dick's story of how they had been
captured. Leaving the prisoners in camp, the
gallant fello ws now set off toward their own, not
knowing if they would yet accomplish the object
of their mission, but quite sati sed even if they
did not. At the crossroads they came upon the
other half of their party returning, having seen
no sign of any of the Tories, nor anything. of a
suspicious nature. Tl1ey were greatly astonished
when the boys told them of having captured the
redcoats, and agreed with them that it was a
pretty good n ~ght's work as it was..
. .
"It is growing late," observed Dick, '.'and 1t ~s
likely that there are none of the bandits out m
this direction, and I think we had better return.
Perhaps Bob will do better."
They rode on at good speed, there being a moon
no w to give them li ght, although they knew the
way without it. They had reached the miller's
house when they sa" lights in the mill, although
everything was da rk in the cottage.
"Perhaps the scoundrels are at work here," said
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Dick. "Arouse the miller, one or two of you,
while the rest of us go forward."
At once the two Harrys began rapping on the
door and calling to the miller to come clown,
while Dick and the rest went on over the bridge
and along the little pier to the front of the mill.
Here Dick found a boat moored alongside the
pier, and the mill door open. Leaping from his
hor se, he went forward with a numbe1· of the
boys.
"You are out late, captain," said the miller
himself, coming forward, Dick seeing a number
of the men coming out of the mill with bags of
meal on their shoulders.
"Do you generally work as late as this, Mr.
Grist?" he asked, sending one of the boys back
to the house in a hurry to tell the others that it
was all right.
"Of a truth, we do not, captain," the miller
replied, "but I wish to dispatch a boatload of
grist up the river to some customers at an early
hour, and we are getting it ready now. What
lu ck did you have with your trip? Diel you catch
any of the r ascals ?"
"No, we did not, Mr. Grist, but we captured- a
lot of red coats, so that our journey was not
fruitless. We probably went the wrong way to
look for the rascals, but we had to go on a venture, and half expected to be disappointed."
".Well, you take it philosophicallj, captain. So
you thought that the wretches had viisted my
mill in the dead of the night, did you? I am
obliged to you for your solicitude, but it is all
rig-h t."
Dick and the boys went on to the camp, where
they learned that Bob and his party had encountered a number of the bandits at work, and had
given chase, but had not prevented them from
getting off with a certain amount of plunrler.
The boys now retired and .soon all was dark an,1
still in the camp, the steady tramp of the !=<entries being the only sound - heard. In the morning Dick learned that the1·e had been two or thr.i:!e
mids made th e night before, but only at poiri.ts
where there had been no watching, except in (µ19
case.
CHAPTER III.-Repnlsing the Redcoats.
Dick, Bob, Jack Warren, Ben Spurlock, the
t wo Harrys and Sam Sanderson rode over toward
the Queen Charlotte tavern that morning to 'lee
if th ere was any news of redcoats, or any further
information concernine: the bandits who were harassing the region. They were well on their way when they heard a sudden clatter of hoofs on
the road ahead of them, and then two girls on
horseback came riding on at a lively gait.
"Hello! it's the girls!" cried Bob, in surprise.
The girls were Edith Slater, Bob's sweetheart
and Dick's sister, and Alice Estabrook, who reversed these relations.
"There must be something the matter to make
them come on at such a pace," observetl Dick.
Seeing th e boys, the two girls reined in as soon
as they could, and Alice said excitedly:
"TI1ere is a large detachment of redcoats coming up a Jane from the rirter, marching. rapidly
and keeping themselves hidden as much as possible. We caught sight of them by accident, and
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came on at once to give warning to the people."
"Very good, my girl," replied Dick. "We encountered some redcoats last night, and we
thought that that would be the last for some
time, but it does not seem so."
"We warned some men whom we met," tadded
E-Oith, "but there are no troops within some distance, and the people do not ·seem to be able to
act without a leader."
"Not so well, perhaps," returned Dick; "but
they are quickly roused, all the same. Ride back,
Jack, and get the Liberty Boys. Hurry to the
other camp, Harry, and get the regulars and militia."
Away went the two Harrys in one direction,
and Jack in another, and then Dick said:
"You two girls had better keep out of the way,
for there will be fighting, no doubt. It was fortUllate that you saw these redcoats. Come on,
boys, we may be able to hold them back for a
time, if they think there a re a lot of u s."
"If it were not for the Tories, who encourage
these fellows, they would not dare to come
through this country," sputtered Bob, "but the
Tories aid them, and then there are Cowboys,
Rangers, Loyalists, and all sorts besides the
Tories to heip them, and Westchester is a continual turmoil, so tha'.; one never knows when to
.
expect trouble."
The boys rode on at a gallop past the tavern
and came upon a lane, probably the one which
the two girls meant.
"Halt here, Bob, till you hear from me," said
Dick. "Come along, Will and Sam."
The two boys rope with Dick into the lane,
keeping ·their eyes about them, and their pistols
ready to use at a moment's warning. About a
hundred feet down, at a turning, Dick sudd enl y
caught a glimpse of sc;arlet uniforms, and saw
two or three officers on horseback, halted in the
middle of the lane. They did not see him and
the boys on account of the folia~e, and perhaps
because they were not expecting to see them, but
Dick halted and peered ahead through the trees.
"I see only three at present," he murmured,
''but there may be more beyond. The longer they
wait the better for us, as it will give the boys
all the more time to get up the Liberty Boys and
Scott's men."
"They may be waiting for more men," suggest"The young ladies could
ed Will Freeman.
scarcely mistake three officers for a large body."
"No, they have seen more, and there are more,
no doubt, but down the lane where we cannot see
them. Come ahead, but not too far. Wheel and
fall back when I raise my hand."
Then Dick suddenly shot ahead, crying:
"Forward, Liberty Boys! H ere they are ; now
give it to the rascals! Scatter them, my brave
boys!" .
At sight of Dick the three officers suddenly
fell back with startled exclamations, calling loudly to some one down the lane. In a few moments
Dick saw that the lane was full of redcoats for
a goodly distance, all coming swarming up as
the officers shouted. Then he threw up his hand
as a signal to Will and Sam, giving them time to
wheel and get away before he did. Away went
the boys at the signal, and then Dick wheeled
Major, his black Arabian; and was off like a shot.
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"Make a noise, boys," he said, as he reached
Bob and the rest, "and spread across the lane."
A s the redcoats came in sight, the boys cheered
and filled the lane from side to side, giving the
impression of many more than there were. In a
short time a number of farm boys, some quite
big, came into the lane, having been sent there by
the girls to make a show. The redcoats had halted, being reluctant to go ahead without having
some idea of how many of the enemy they had
to face before going on, at the same time sending
a scouting party by a detour to ascertain the position and strength of the Liberty Boys. Dick
thought of this him sel f. and said quietly to some
of the farm boys behind him:
"Go up and down the rr-ad. boys, and see if any
redcoats come out. If tt>ey do, make a no ise and
re upon them. I think they may be trying to spy
upon us."
The boys hurried away right and left, and now
a number of men came up and wanted to know
where the redcoats were.
"You will see plenty of them if you go clown
the lane," answere d the young patriot dryly, "but
I think it better to wait till we get more of the
Liberty Boys and other help. The re is a strong
force of them."
A sudden firing down the road showed that
some of the boys sent by Dick had come upon a
s couting party of redcoats, and were sounding the
alarm. The men hurried off in the direction of
the ring, and in a few moments there was more
of it, the enemy having been discovered in some
numbers. Then still more men were running to
the spot, and the redcoats were forced to fall
back.
"I thought that they might try to do something
of the so rt, and I did not send the boys any too
·
quick," observed Dick to Bob.
"No, you did not, and if these t·eclcoats think
that we 'rebels,' as th ey call u s, don't know a
little something, they make a big mistake."
The scouting party fell back without havng
learned very much, and now more of the countrysde people•came up, eager to attack the redcoats.
"I would not do t vet," sad Dck cautously.
"There are too many of them for you to handle
well just yet. We shall be stronger b'efore long.
and then we can attack them with some chance of
success. They are not advancing. so we might
as well let them alone till they do."
Some of the farmers were for attacking the
redcoats without delay, but Dick persuaded them
to wait a whi le, meantime keeping a watch uoon
the enemy to see that they did n ot advance. More
and more of the people came up, and then two of
the Libertv Boys were seen coming on at a P-allop , while behind them at a little distance could
be seen a number of men on horseback and afoot,
coming on at full speed.
"Here come the troops!" shouted Dick. "The
Liberty Boys will be here before long. Be patient, you men, and you will h ave a chance to
get at the redcoats before long."
"We're goi ng to get at 'em now!" cried one, and
a dozen more echoed hi s words, and then a party'
pressed forwar~.
There were thirty or forty of them, but they
lacked discipline, and Dick knew that the\ would
only meet defeat if they rushed upon the i·edcoats
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without support. He turned, listened a moment,
and then said :
Come on,
"The Liberty Boys are coming.
boys!"
Then, with a. lot of the farmer boys to help
them, the handful of daring boys dashe<l forward with a cheer, and firing a volley as they
sighted the redcoats. The enemy had just been
attacked by the farmers, but would have repulsed
; hem in a moment if the boys had not come up.
Then anoth e1· shout was heard, and the troops,
ied by the two Liberty Boys, came' dashing across
the fields, and attacked the enemy on the flank .
The enemy were at a disadvantage in the lane,
being massed too closely for prompt action, anti
they now began to fall back so as to get to the
elds or the other road. Then the Liberty Bo~ s
r-ame up, attacked the redcoats on the other
flang, and caused still more confusion. The enemy were forced to fall back, for now other farmers were coming up, and there was danger that
they would be attacked in the rear. In a short
time thev were in full flight, clashing down the
lane toward the river road.
The Lihertv Boys and the regulars pursued
them till in sight 'of the river, where they saw
some ships anchore<l. ThP vessels fired a shot or
two, but the men made all haste to get on board,
although they were not pursued farther. Thev
were driven out, and that was all that Dick cared
for at the moment, since it did not seem likelv
that anv more would land or that the ships would
bombard the shore. There were only three vessels, not all of which wen' more than ordinary
sized, and the whole expedition as planned had
not been intended for mo'·e than a maraud.
There were no stores ·of any· importance in the
neighborhood . and it. was not likely that the vessels woulrl remain after thf' troops were on board,
;ind therefore i~ was not thouirht worth while to
hu rry them. Thev lost no time in getting on
bo:ird, the ships firing a shot now and then to
cover the retreat of the men.
"It was no considerable exoedition ." declarer!
Dick, "although it might have been if thev had
rhtainerl a footing. We may thank the girls that
they did not."
"The Liberti· Girls are as wide awake as the
Liberty Boys/' laughed Bob, "and the enemy
~,ust be verv smai;t to steal a march on them.
Vve would not know what to do without them."
The bovs remained in sight of the river till the
redcoats ·hatl all embarked, and the ships. had
dropped down the river, when they set out for
the camp; well satisfied with their morning's
v:ork.
CHAPTER IV.-A Clever Trick.
• During the afternoon a man came to the camp
of the Liberty Boys, asking to see Dick on particular business. Dick knew the man to be a reputable farmer of the neighborhood, and had him
sent to his tent at once.
"How do, captain," he said, as he entered. "I
guess I've got some news that you'll be glad to
hear."
"What is it, Mr. Brown?" Dick asked. "I am
always glad . to get good news, so tell me what
it is."
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Bob and Mark were in the tent, an d a number
of the Liberty Boys we1 e outside , eager to hear
what the farmer's piece of good news mig·ht be.
"You know them Tory robbers what have been
bothering folks hereabouts for quite some time
'
captain?" began the farmer.
"Yes, I know th em. Does your news concern
them?"
"Well, it just does."
"What do you know about them?"
"I know where they expect to go to work tonight, captain," replied Farmer Bro\\'Il eagerly.
"You do? That is news, indeed."
"Yes, and I knew you'd be glad to hear it. I
was coming along the old road back of the mill
this afternoon, \\'hen I heard somebody talking in
the bushes a little ahead. Most times I don't
listen to what folks say 'mong theirselves, but
this was particular, and I did."
"Exactly."
"One of the men says: 'We'll g·o over -to Woodhull's to-night and get a haul,' an' t'other says:
'That's all right, and the young rebels can go
hunting for us in the wrong place, like they done
last night,' anrl then they both laughed."
"Dir! they my any more, Mr. Brown?" questicned Dick.
"Ycs, the~· talked a lot, thinking no one was
li stening, and finally they went away. They said
the y would go to Woodhull's, and then to Hagadorn' s. and nevt to Wilkins, and make .a big haul
at each house."
"They are close together, aren't they?" inquired Dick, "and up to the north of here?"
"Yes, and I don't live far from them myself,
.so you better believe I was interested."
"Did the men know that you were listening?"
"No, and I ke·pt mii<hty quiet so that they·
shouldn't know it. I didn't know but that the~
might come out, but they didn't; they went the
other way. They seemed to be mig-hty tickled
that they fooled you ?last night, and said they'd
do the same to-night."
"Perhap s they won't,'J said Dick tersely. "I am
very much obliged to you for telling 111e this, Mr.
Brown, and it is very fortunate that you overheard the talk of the robbers."
"Yes, that's what I thought, and I made up my
mind to come and tell you about it righ t away."
"You have not told anv one else?"
"No, nor said am thin~ about it, not kno\~ng
who might be listening, but I know you boys, and
know _that you won't let the pesky Tories know
anything about it till you ride right into 'cm, and
catch and hang a lot of 'em."
"You might tell Woodhull and Hagadorn and
Wilkins, on the quiet, to be on the watch, and to
say nothing about it. They are all good P~>•riots,
are thev not?"
"Yes,· sir, e~ery one of 'em. I'll tell them, and
they'll keep quiet about it, for they'll want to
catch the rascals. There won't any of this get
out, captain."
"That's right, for some friend of-these Tories
might hear of it and warn them."
"Yes, and we don't want that, of course. I'll
keep mum about it, captain, and I know the rest
will be, too ."
The farmer then went away, and the boys began to make preparations for going in chase of
the bandits that night. Dick trusted all the boys,
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and knew that they wou ld say nothing of the af- · horse from Major, who was well !mown, and set
fair outside the camp. At a late hour that night out alone. He went off in the direction Bob had
Dick set out with a considerable party of the taken the other n ight, and at le ngth came to the
Liberty Boys, sending them off in different di- ravine down which the bandits had escaped. He
visions and in various directions so as not to at- had not ~ttracted any particulal' attention "o far,
tract attention. They were all bound for the and he d1<l not know wl:en he vn:mt into the woods
same place, but some would have farther to go and tethered his horse. Then he made- his way
than others, owing to having to make a detour. down the ravine, finding that there was a regula1·
They all went quietly and rapidly, and saw noth- beaten path, and not the rough one which such a
ing suspicious while on the way. When thev pla ce would ordinarily have.
reached the threatened houses thev scattered
"This is a regular traveled way" he said to
about, some in this barn and some in that, all him!"elf. "No ,,-onder they went down so rapkeeping a watch, and ready to spring out upon idly."
the bandits as soon as they appeared. They waitAt the creek he found a little pier or jetty
ed till the first gray streaks of dawn without see- built of stone, showing that the place was used as
ing any one, and at last the sun appeared, an<l a customary landing place for some one, and that
no one had visited the threatened houses.
it was used as much as the path.
"Can tho rascals have been warned that we
"This cannot be seen from the mouth of the
were coming?" asked Dick.
creek," Dick r~flected. "It is really a very fine
Farmer Brown had come out, and was greatly place from which to take away plunder, and it is
surprised that no · one had bC'en seen.
frequently used for that purpose, I am certain."
"I don't see how they could," he replied. "Cer- · Th e creek ran into the little river, and one
tainlv I didn't, and l don't think Woodhull would. could go up or down on this, so that there would
Besides, he didn't know anything about it till be no · trouble in g:ettii:g away with the plunder
just before evening."
taken from the pier rn boats. There were no
None of the farmers had said anything about boats there at this time, and Dick did not know
the expected visit of the 'b andits, and they all where to look for them. Pursuing his investigacame to the conclusion that they had changed tions, ho\'l_'ever, he found an~the~· regularly made
their plans and were coming some other time. path leadmg out of the ravme rn another direcThe boys rode back to the !'amp, and here they tion, and followed it to the top , comin"" out at
learned that the bandits had visited an entirely quite another point from where he h7i.d gone
different part of the sectiorl that night, and had down. There was a good path through the woods
'
i:>:otten away with considerable plunder. Bob had and Dick followed it for a space.
heard the sound of firing, and had ridden off with
"This lead s toward the place where the rascals
a g-oodly number of the Liberty Boys, but had were last night," he declared, "and the robbers
been unable to catch the thieves.
went down to the creek, as before, put the plunder
"Do vou think that Brown misled us, so as to into boats, and got away."
fl"et us 'out of the way while the rascals were at
He was making his way around to the place
·
~·ork?" asked Bob.
where he had g-one into the ravinP, when he
Dick thought a few moments, and then replied: ~1ear~ voices and dropped to the ground, creep"No, but I think that the rascals misled mg mto the bushes rapidly, and without being
discovered. Two men were coming along the
Brown."
"You mean that they allowed him purposely to papth, And one of these . now said:
"Have the boats down there to-night. We'll
listen to their conversation, Dick?" Bob quesbe in the neighborhood, and it'll be handy."
tioned in the greatest astonishment.
"All right, Ezra. Same time?"
"Ex~ctly. They saw him coming, hid in the
"Little later, I gPcss. About midnight. We
bushes, and talked over their plans, something
which they would hardly do, when you come to w on't go to Woodhull's. They'll think that was a
false alarm, and may be settin' up for us. After
think of it."
"No, they would not. You can trust Brown?" a 'hit we'll go there when they get tired of watch"Yes, thoroughly. The men knew this, and ing for us."
knew that he would come and tell me, and that
"Old Brown took the bait fine, didn't ha,
I would be out of the way, so that they could Moses? ·The rebel s went off on a wild-goose
carry on their evil practices unmolested."
chase, and we had the field to ourselves."
"Jt was a verv clever plan, Dick."
Dick crept along as far as he dared, but at
"Yes, so it was, and we were deceived by it. length had to stop, the men going on. He had
Still we are not beaten, if they have gotten the discovered one of their regular stopping places,
best' of us this time, and I propo se to keep at it however, and that was enough to know, especially
until I rout these Tory rascals."
as they were going to use it again that very
night. He had not learned where they were go"That's the only way t o do, Dick, keep at it."
Some of the boys who had not been out that in g, but they were coming to the little landing
night went off in different directions that morn- place on the• creek with their spoils, and that was
ing, but heard nothing further of foe robbers. enough. He waited till he could not hear the
They had made their escape in a different direc- men any more, and then went to the place where
tion from that of the preceding ni ght, an d so he had tethered his horse. He had left the ani- •
there was no clue to work upon as there might mal among the bushes, and he had not been seen,
have been had they gone the same way both therefore, which might have caused suspicion, as
the woods were not generally frequented. Mounttimes.
Dick was determined to learn something, how- ing his horse, he made his way to the road with•
ever, and in the afternoon he dressed himself out enc01rnte1ing any one.
"I was bound to find out something," he mutlike an ordinary farmer'1l boy, took a different
0
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"Anything to shift the responsibility," said
tered. "I know one of these men, Moses Onderdonk, a shiftless Tory, and the black sheep of a Mark, with a dry chuckle.
Shu r t l:· after this the two girls came in on
very respectable family."
Riding along carelessly, he shortly met two or th ei1· horses, in a state of great excitement.
three roug·h-looking men, one of whom said t o They had been chased by a lot of masked men
who were, no doubt, the very men who had athim gruffly:
"What you doing along here, boy? You keep tacked the two comical Liberty Boys, Patsy and
CaTI. The girls had escaped, and Alice, who was
away from here."
"I reckon I got as much right around here as very plucky, had fired a shot at them from her
·you have, Bill," the disguised boy retorted. "You pistol, wh:ich she always carried, frightening
them off.
will be on hand with the boats as usual?"
"Huh! What do you know about it?" the man
"Som thing has got to be done," declared Dick
warmly, "or no one will be safe. We must find
gasped, in surprise. ·
Dick had made a random guess that the man the rendezvous of these scoundrels and rout
was one of the robbers, and had not made a mis- them, or they will put the region in a state of
terror."
take.
"More'n you think," with a drawl, "and after
"Yes, we have g-ot to do something," added
thls don't you go to gettin' sassy to folk s till Bob, "but I generall y find that when the Liberty
• you're sure who they are."
Boys make up their minds that any work is to
"Well but--"
be done, it is done, and promptly, too."
Dick had ridden on by thi s time, however, and
"T h at is so," declared a number of the boys.
the men went on, wondering who he was, an d
Dick and Bob took the girls part of the way
finding no satisfactory ~nswer. Dick quickl y took home after supper, finding some on e going the
another road in case the men should come ba ck rest of the way, an'tl then set out for the camp,
and question him, but they did not, and he m.aae it being then dusk. They were going through a
his way to the camp, where he greatly surprised bit of woods. takin.ir. a short cut to the camp,
Bob by the news he brought.
when Dick said cautiously:
"We didn't see anything of the path nor of the
"Get behind the bushes, Bob. Some one is
landing place the other night," the young lieuten- coming. It may be some of these rascals for all
ant declared "but it was dark in there, and no we know."
•
wonder, the;efore."
Bob jumped down and took his horse behind
"I thought it was worth while investigating, some bushes. making him lie down, Dick doing
at any rate," Dick continued; "foi: so1:1etimes a the same with Major on the other ~ide. In a few
very small clue will"lead to something important. moments three or four men came along at an
I was fortunate in seeing these men, however, easv g-ait, talking among themselves.
and that was a thing I never expected."
"'We'll fool the young rebels again to-night,"
"No and no one would, but if you hadn't gone mu t tered one.
there 'you would not have found out even a s
"Yes, for they don't know where to look. and
much a s vou did before you saw the men."
while they are scouring the country in one direcMark, jack, R•rn, Sam, and a11 the Liherty Boys tion, we'll be in another."
were ve ry mu.-h astonished at learning what
"Maybe not, for we don't know where they're
Dick h:irl discovered. and were eager to go ou t going·. The Irish boy didn't say."
was
there
as
especially
again a f ter the bandits,
" Some of those fellows must have been around
more chance than ever of capturmg them.
wl~e n Patsy was talking to the miller," thought
Dick. "I must tell him to be more cautious." ·
"No, but we can watch them and see where
they go, and then go the other way, can't we?"
"Yes, we can do that," and then the men went
CHAPTER V.-Raiding the Raid er s.
on.
The Liberty Boys would not go out till la te, · Dick waited till he could hear them no longer,
and a vary large detachment would n~t be ne ed- and then he and Bob came out and mounted their
ed at the ravin e. If Dick had had an y idea where horses.
"They have spies watching our camp," mutthe raid was to be made he could prevent it, but
he did not. He determined to send out a party, t ered Bob.
"Yes; but now ·that we know it we can trick
nevertheless, tll hunt for the robbers and catch
them, if possible. If he failed in that,_ howev~r , tl1em. I will send out a party one way, and then,
he would still have h is boys at the ravme to in- at a r easonable interval, send another exactly optercept them when they were about to put the posite and see what that amounts to."
"It's cunning against brains, Dick, and I think
stuff in the boats.
"WP can't expect to do everything," he re- I know which will win in a contest of that sort.
marked to Bob and Mark and some of the bo ys, ·we a r e not g-oing to let a lot of low ruffians like
"but if we catch the fellows shipping their gootls the se t hieves get the better of us."
" No, we cannot, of course, but I think t'rtere
and get some of them, that will be something ."
"So it will," agreed Bob, "and we are sure to are some smart men in the band, and we must
not underrate them". bnt rather put a higher esdo that."
°''Even if we have not caught the robbers so timate on the;r abilities."
"But we've !!Ot to reat them for all that."
far " added ;Mark. "we have not been idle, as th e
Di clr did not «e nrl n•1t anv of t"~ i,,, v ~ till quite
re&oats can testify."
"And thev will blame their rrusfort.une upon late a.?-.rl then l1e rle~natr.re ' a n ~ r•v ,..;.h more
the Tories, · who, they cnnsider, have brou g ht noise anrl hnstle than usual in a direction they
had not before taken. When the boys had been
a bout the war," laughed Bob .
0
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gonce a short time, he sent another detachm~nt
under Bob in quit ethe opposite direction, making
no noise, and sending out one or two spies in advance to see that there was no one on the road
watching for them.
"We will try what success that will bring," he
said to himself. "Some one is watching us, and
I think I will change the camp and put it in a
secluded spot where these spies will not be able
to find us. Then let them try to spy upon u s.''
Later still Dick himself went out with a party
of the cleverest of the Liberty Boys, to the ravine where he had found the landing place, using the utmost caution, making no n?i.se and
watchino- every step of the way. Reacmng the
little pi~r at the bottom of the ravine, they disposed themselves in vario;:rs hiding places, and
awaited the coming of the bandits.
For some time there was not a sound, but at
last, some time before midnight, Dick heard the
sound of men coming on rapidly, in the greatest
haste in fact. He imitated the s ound of a cricket
to teh the boys on be on their guard, and then
listened attentively. The boys had •heard nothing as yet, but Dick Slater posses~ed r emarka_bl y
keen hearing, and could hear thmgs some time
before the rest. At length the hoys heard the
m en coming, and before long they began to m ake
their way down the steps into the bottom of the
ravine. Then an other sound was heard, that of
boats coming up the creek, and Dick signaled to
the boys to k eep quiet.
"Hurry up. there, Bill," some one said, in a
hoar-se whisper. "They are coming down now,
ahead of time."
"Weil, that ain't my fault, is it? I got here
when I i'aid I would, didn't I?"
Down the slope came a number of men, some
carrying· bundles, and some with torches: Then
t he boats came hurrying towar<l the lan ding, but
all of a sudd en there wa.s a shrill "1histle, and a
score of boys arose .to their feet and made a dash
for the men carrying the bundles.
"Hello! the young rebels, as I live!" cried some
one.
"By Georg e! and we thought we'd fooled them."
Those bea ring torches threw them down, and
the ravine was plunged in darkness. The men
carrying the bundles hastily dropped them, and
all the robbers fled in hot haste, the men in the
boats hastily pushing out and rowing down the
creek as fast as they could go. The boys hurriedly picked up the torches and wave? th em
into flame, thus being able to see the 'bandits hurrying away.
"Fire upon the villains!" cried Dick. "Don't
let them get away!"
Crack-crack-crack! There was a rattlin g
volley, and some _of the boatmen were seen to
drop their oars with a ho:vl. ~en were hurrying Uii the sdies of the ravme with all haste, and
now <me or two of them s~ggered and uttered
savagt' cries. The boats disappeared, and. the
mei tu the ravine were uickly out of . sight,
Jeavin\{ the Liberty Boys in the po~sess10n of
the p.Junder, but without the bandits. Then
shouts were heard, and Bob a_nd his boys came
hurrying to the top of the ravme.
"Hall o, Dick!"
"Yes· what is it?"
"Hav~ you got them?"
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"No, but we've got the plunder."
"That's all right. The rascals got ahead of us,
but they did not secure all they meant to. They
know some short cut here which we didn't know,
and they got here ahead of us."
"Well, we were on hand. Send some of the
bo ys down, and we'll get this stuff up."
"All right!"
Bob sent half of his boys down, a nd now the
btJndles were looked over and sorted out.
"Where were you, Bob-to Wilson's?" asked
Dick.
"Yes; we caught t})em there."
The boys to ok the plunder up the path, and pu t
it on the backs of their horses to take back to
the camp. The most of it had come from Wilson's, and wlrnt had not was easy to identify.
"I am sorr y we did n ot catch the robb ers," declarer! Dick, "but at any rate they did not get
this much , and they will have to give up their
shipping station and find another."
"Yes, for it is not likely that they will return
to it, now th<it we have found it," chuckled Bob.
"They will ha·;e a rare time trying to guess how
we came across it."
Dick then took a number of the boys. takinr .
the recoverQ.::i plunder with them, and set off by
back roads to Wilson's. 'I11ey went this way so
as not to meet G\ny possible Tories who would
report their doi n;;s tp t}ie robbers. Reaching Wilson's, they gave hitti the stuff, and told him ho\'.'
they had recoverer! it, ;;isking h im if he knew to
whom the rest belonged.
"Well, Tom Smith had some stufl' stole from
him last night," the farmer answered, "and J
shouldn't \Vonder if it belonged to him. He is a '
the n ext house, and you might ask him. "
Ju st then Farmer Smith came along, and Die'·
asked him to tell what he had lost throu~h the
robbers the nig-ht before. The farmer told the ,,
and the stuff Dick had proved to belong to him.
"By the' way, Mr. 'Wilson, you gave Palsy ;oi
sack ·of potatoes yesterday which was stolen from
him later . We found a sack of potatoes amo1w
other things stolen by the robbers, and here j ,;
the sack. \Ye kept the potatoes," with a smiic.
"That is not the sack I ,i ;ave to Patsy," sai<l the
farmer. "That had a difl'erent mark on i t-an
'x' under the 'W.' to show that it was the tenth.
sack of potatoes."
"Then if I find a sack s o marked, I will know
it," observed Dick. never suspectin g how strangely he was to nd the missing sack.
"Yes, a n<l J hope you w ill."
•
Dick sent the boys back to the new camp , and
went on to the old one to see if the boys stationed th"re had made any discoveries. On the \Va''
thither he h eard some men coming around a t urn
in the road , and heard one say in a loud voice:
"The plaguey rebels have left their camp."
The young captain at once went into the bushes,
and made Major lie down, while he concealed
himself beside a tree.
"Yes, confound 'em, and now we can't tell
which way they go of a night."
"How in time did they nd out our landing place
in the creek?" "
"That bea.ts me, Rufe."
"Y/ell, we'll have to get another, and make sure
that they don't get \\i nd of it, either."
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"They don't know that we've got stuff hid in
the mill."
"No, they don't; and they won't."
The men went on, and Dick heard no more.
"In the mill?" he said to himself. "They can
not surely mean Mr. G~ist's mill? He is a good
patriot, or, at any rate, I always supposed him
to be one. At all events, he is opposed to these
bandits. Some of. his men may belong to the
'band . without his knowledge. They could hide
things there without his knowing about it."
Then Dick began to think over the events of
t he pa st few days.
"Jove! Tho se fellows the boys chased went
to t,·ard the mill," he suddenly exclaimed. "They
1 ould get in there, put on their working clothes,
and ne ver be suspected. I must warn the miller
~bout this."
Then he went on to the camp at a gallop. The
bo;;s had seen two men approach the old camp
2nd th en suddenly go away when they saw that
it w as abandoned.
" One was Rufe Hicks, a rank Tory," declared
Ben. "I did not get a good look at the other one.
They both went away in a hurry."
"Well, there may no others come here, as these
feilows may give the alarm, but if any one does,
try and find out all you can about them, and
catch them if they act in any way suspicious." •
"All righ t , captain, we will."
Then Dick 1·orle off in the direction of the mill.
meaning to speak to the miller about what he
]1ad heard, and to make an investigation as well.
Tiiding on, he came in sight of the mill, and saw
two men enter a side door cautiously, no one but
D:ck seeing them. At the same time he saw • a
ma n in a boat coming toward the little pier.
"There a re those two rascals now!" he exclaimed. "They are going to take stuff out now,
probably covering it with meal sacks so as .to
a vert suspicion. I must see what is going on."
Dick hurried forward, dismounted, left Major
at the roadside, and ran through the open woods
f' t one side of th~ mill. Then he ran inside, the
mill not b"eing in operation at the time, as it was
noon . and heard some one say:
"llfo se is comin~ with the bo a t. We must get
this out now., before the miller comes."
" S top, you big scoundrels!" cr ied Dick, dartin p: forward.
The men uttered surprised exclamations and
r a n out, closing the door behind them. As Dick
looked out, he saw two of the Tory bandits climbing- a ladder placed under the window.
"Hello, miller! Mr. Grist, hurry up!" he shouted.
"Shut up!" growled one of the men.
Dick stepped back and picked up a heavy bag
of meal, carrying it to the window and resting it
on the sill.
"Hello, miller-quick!" he shouted.
"Shut up, I tell you!" growled one of the rascals. drawing a pistol from under his coat.
The two Tory bandits had nea:r;ly reached the
top of the ladder. Then Dick heaved the bag of
meal out the window. It knockea them down to
the pier. The miller <;ame running from his
house, alarmed by their yells. Then the two
bandits got into the boat, v1hich was now at the
little pier, and were rowed rapidly down stream.
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CHAPTER VI.-Spies About.

The miller came running across the bridge and
along the little pier, shouting loudly:
"Stop, thief! Stop, thief! Come back, o'r I'll
shoot you!"
"Call your men, Mr. Grist," cried Dick. "There
are more of these scoundrels behind the mill.
They have had plunder in the mill, and were goinf. to carry it off."
'Oh, the villains."
Dick now went down and opened the door, saying:
"I am afraid that some of your men are not
as honest as you fancied, Mr. Grist. I overheard
some of them talking of getting out some stuff
that was here before you came, and some of it I
know is stolen. There is "that sack of potatoes
stolen from Patsy yesterday."
"Well, I declare! Just to think of it! My
mill made a hidini; place for stolen articles!
Ring the bell, captain, and call the men. I ·w on't
have one suspected man in my employ."
The bell rope was close at hand, and Dick
pulled it, causing the bell of the mill to ring at
a lively rate. Before long the miller's men began flocking into the mill, Dick watching them as
they pas~ed. There was not one that he did not
know to be an honest man, and he said nothing
till all had gone _in.
•
"Did you see those men whom I dumped off
the ladder?" Dick asked.
"Yes, and they are a couple of scoundrels. I
caught them in dishonest practices, and I discharged them a day or so ago."
"Did you know the man in the boat?"
"Yes, I know him, too, but I would not have
such a rascal working for me."
Jessie Grist came from the house and invited
Dick to come in and partake of some refre~hment,
but he declined, saying that he must get to the
camp. Then he rode off at a g-ood nace, meeting
with no adventure by the way. He sent more
boys to the old camp, the others reporting having seen nl) one of a suspicious character since
the men Dick had seen.
"They have probably told the others," Bob remarked, "and they will leave the place alone
now."
"And try to find the new camp," added Mark.
"I don 't doubt that they will ," murmured Dick,
walking toward his tent, en1rn1Ted in deep thought.
He was trying t o devise a plan by whi ch to get
rid of tli e Tory ba ndits, knowing that they must
be driven oiJt.
"Their plunder was di sposed of to the redcoats,
no doubt," he considered, "and there must be
some Cowboys among them. The mill was a convenienee to them, and if we had not had our suspicions aroused I do not believe the easy-going
miller would ever have thought of how they were
carr:1-ing on their trade under his very nose."
Later in the day more boys were sent to the
old camp. those r etvrning reporting that no
Tories had been seen.
"I don't think you will need to keep any of the
boys there to-night, Dick,'' remarked Bob. "They
probably all know that we are not there by this
time."
"Exactly, and if the boys go back and forth
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the robbers will try to see where they go. I
shall not send any more there, and shall advise
the others to be cautious when they return, and
to take a roundabout way so as to throw any
chance followers off the scent."
Shortly before supper Dick sent some of the
boys to bring back those at the old camp, bidding
them observe caution both in going and coming.
Jack Warren, Will Freeman, and Lishe Green
were the boys who were sent on this mission, all
being trust\>110rthy and not to be easily deceived
by the enemy. When well away from the camp
•t hey met a boy on a stocky little horse, who
stopped and said:
"I guess you are some of the Liberty Boys,
aren't you ? "
' "You guessed right the first time, bub," replied Jack, who. noticed a certain crafty look in
the boy's face.
"Going to the camp, aren't you?" the boy continued.
"Shouldn't wonder if we were," Jack returned,
'1.0t thinking it necessary to say to which camp
they were going.
'
"I thought you might be. I'd like to go along.
Fact is, 1 1rnnt to join the Liberty Bo j s, and if
you're going to the camp, I could go now and ask
the captain. You always want likely boys, don't
you_?"
"Oh, yes; we always want that sort," with a
short laugh.
"Do you think I'm likely enough?" never detecting the meaning of that little laugh.
"Well, that isn't for me to say, bub. You'd
have to· see the captain. He decides those things."
"Well, I don't mind if I g() along with you," replied the boy, seeminP" to take everything for
granted.
"Ail right," laughed Jack. "Ride pretty well,
do you? All the Liberty Boys ride well, you
know."
"Oh, yes, I ride first rate," in a self-satisfied
tone.
"Come on, then," said Jack suddenly, making a
quick gesture to the others.
Then he dashed ahead on. his beautiful bay
mare, than 11·hom ther!} was no faster animal riclrlen by the boys except Dick Slater's black Ma.ior.
.The boy tried vainly to keep up with Jack, but
fell farther and farther behind every moment.
"My hoss has lost a shoe; I guess I'll go with
the other fellows," he gasped, drawing rein, while
Jack went ahead without putting his mare to her
utJ:TlOSt by any mean~. and soon disappeared.
Then the boy looked around for the others,
but there was nothinir to be seen of a~y of them.
"They'll come up directly," the bov declared,
but they did not, having gone off in different directions.
They all met at the old camp, and Jack said,
with a merry laugh:
"That bumpkin was a spy."
"Shouldn't w0nder if he was." chuckled Lishe.
"He was too willing, and didn't ask our opinion
at all."
"He wanted to find out where our camp was,
and then tell the Tories," added Will. "He had
a crafty look."
"Yes, but it >Yasn't worth while taking him
prisoner," answered the New Jersey boy, "for I
don't think he knows much about them. They
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won't trust him any more than we will, and they
probably just told him to see where our camp
was and report to them somewhere."
The boys now set out for the camp in two or
th1ee parties, taking a different route than that
they ha<l come, and all shortly arrived there.
"We will keep a lookout for these bandits, just
the same, even if they cannot use the landing
place ~ the creek or hide their stolen goods in
the mill," said Dick, when they were ga~lfored
about the fire after supper. "It is not likely that
they will cease their practices at once, although
they will be more guarded, and not operate with
the boldness which they have heretofore shown."
"They were getting so bold that they did not
seem to care at all for consequences," declared
Bo•b, "and would rob one openly, approaching the
very places where the most people were to be
found."
"They will probably not do that now," returned
Dick, "but I do not think they will give up their
unlawful trade. They will be more cautious, that
is .all."
"From bandits and highwaymen they will turn
to housebreakers, most likely," suggested Bob.
"Then they will have to find another place than
the mill to hide their goods."
"They probably have another, as it is." replie<l
Dkk~ "for no wise person put$ all his e~gs in one
basket, and we must try and find out where it is."
"There are many places in the hills hereab-:rnts
where they could hide and store the plunder,''
added Mark, "but the creek is handy as a means
of transportation . Without that they will be
obliged to use horses and carts."
"That's a good idea," exclaimed Bob . "From
millers they turn to peddlers."
"And our worthy miller will feel a good deal
easier, now that he is not under suspicion," declared Ben Spurlock.
At that moment Jack Warren beg-an to whistle.
a habit he had when he happened to think of
something strange.
"What are you whistling foil; you funnv fellow?" asked Mark, w'ho was the boy's partictilar
chum.
"Did it ever occur to you that the miller might
not be the pattern of pronriety that he seems to
be?" asl~ed Jack quietly, in answer to the question of the young second lieutenant.
"Why, Jack!" exclaimed several of the boys, in
a breath.
"He is above reproach!" declared a number.
"Why, he has helped us all he coukl !" said
others.
"You must be dreaming, Jack!" expostulated
some.
"Perhaps not," returned Jack, with an even temper. "I suppose you are willing to hear what I
have to say?"

•

CHAPTER VII.-T11e Boys on the Watch.
The Liberty Boys were always ready to listen
to what a boy had to say, even if they might
differ with him, and so all had an even chance
of being heard. Jack W.arren had cast a bom bshell into the camp, for no one had evidently Jud
any suspicion of the miller before that time .
That is to say, no one had expressed any, -&Rd
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Jack's quiet question had produced a considerabl e
stir.
"I may say that I have had doubts myself, although they have been temporarily silenced," declared Dick. "We are liable to make mistakes,
and I don't think that any of us thinks he is
proof against it."
Nods of approval were seen in all directions.
"Let us hear what you have to say, Jack," continued Dick. "Every boy of u ~ has a right to express hi s opinions here, you know."
"Yes, I do know it, captain, and it is the fairest forum that I ever knew of. I don't think
that our worthy miller is all that he is cracked
up to be. Of course, I may be wrong, but I can
at least tell what I think."
"Certainly. Go ahead, Jack," and the boys
were all attention as Jack arose gracefully and
said:
"Liberty Boys: My opinion that the miller has
deceived us all is based on the following. I
think he has said too much and has been overanxious to assure us of his heartiest approval of
what we have done; he .prote1'ts too much, in
fact."
"Go on, Jack," said Dick, the boys all nodding
approval.
"It is very strange that he should allow his
men to come and go and he not know anything
about it, using the mill as a hiding place for stolen goods, having secret entrances and all that,
and it strikes me that this seeming easy -,g-oin.ir of
his is assumed for the purpose of throwing dust
in our.eyes."
The boys smiled, and Jack continued:
"Our miller was duly shocked and horrified
when he found that the mill was being made the
hiding place for stolen property, bnt we found
him and his men sending away 'boatloads of supposed meal and flour at an unusually early hour
in the morning, and men going· in 'Nhen he was
at his dinner, so that he would know nothing of
it."
"Might not all these things be explained , Jack?"
Dick asked.
"They should need no explanation , captain.
Then how is it that every time the miller has
known of our going out after the bandits we have
been unable to catch them?"
"That is the strongest point, ,Tack, aml I think
that our supposed worthy miller be watched. \Ve
eannot state our su~picions as yet, for we have
no proof."
"That is true, captain, and the only '"ay we can
r.-et it is by watching the miller and the mill
closely."
"Particular ly the miller, I should say," declared Bob, with a g-rin.
"Our suspicions may be unjust," Dick continued,
"and we owe it to ourselves as well as to the
miller, either to prove them so, or confirm them."
The boys were all agreed on this point, and
T'ick continued:
'·Let us keep \Ptch, therefore, and say noth·
inz to an\- one else abont it...
The boys all nodded approYal, and the conference was ended.
"You're a clever boy, Jack,'' said Mark, half
teasingly, to his c;hum, when they separated.
"Not especially so," laughed Jack. "I keep my
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eyes about me, that is all, but all the Liberty
Boys do that."
"Then we will say that the miller is a sly old
fox,'' with a laugh.
There had been no watch kept upon the mill so
far, as no suspicion had been expressed up to
this time, but now Dick set the boys to spying
upon it, the same as they would spy upon a hostile camp. It seemed unlikely that the bandits
would use the mill again so soon after the discovery of the stolen goods there, but Dick determined
to watch it, nevertheles s.
"Sometime s a man will do the things that seem
the most unlikely," he said, "and it is not always
safe to take things for granted. I think we had
better watch the place."
Some time after dark a number of the boys
were 2ent to keep a watch on the mill, these to
be relieved later in the evening, a watch to be
kept on the place all night, in fact. Another
party was sent to watch the creek, as the robbers
mirrh t think that Dick would not pay any attention to it so soon after the events of the mornin,i:;. The different parties went out with the
greatest secrecy, only a few boys going at a
t ime and by different ways. Dick himself went
to the mill, but for some time all was quiet at
the house, and the mill also. Dick went away,
leaving the boys on watch and promising to come
at a later hour.
Then he took a boat and went to the creek,
putting a rough coat over his uniform. He l~t>t
in the shadows and made little or no noise with
his oar::;, listening for the slightest sound. · He
reached the creek at length, having heard nothinff
suspicious, and was about to row up it, when h~
heard another boat coming from the opposite direction. He looked, but could not . see it, probably because it was keeping in the shado'.vs. like
himself. He rested on his oars and si gnalleff:.. to
the boys on watch, imitating the snund ·of a bullfrog, and listening for a reply. Then he peered
through the darkness, and pi:esently discoverell
the boat coming along cautiou sly, at tlie same
time hearing the answer to his signal. The boys
wPre on the watch, but had as yet heard or seen
nothing. The boat came on, and presently Dick
said in a hoarse whisper:
"Hello! That you, Mose?"
"No; it's Rufe. Who is that?" came the answer.
"Bill. What are you doing?"
The othn boat now 1=ame up, and the man in
it sa irl in a low tone:
"Are they wakhine- the creek? I expect a
load of stuff, and I want to know if it's safe to
go after it."
"Ain't it too soon to go out after what happc>ne? t~is morning?" Dick asked cautiously,
keepmg m the dark so that the man might not
see him.
"No; bel'.'ause the you ng rebels will never think
we will come back so soon. It's the safest time,
really."
''You won't take the stuff to the mill?"
"No, for he's pretend;n• to he very virtnous, and
doe,;n 't want to get the suspic:ons of the rebels
·
aroused."
"Ho"v do you know that they ain't? How do
you know that they don't know the miller for the
old rascal he is?"
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This was a cla1•ing move on Dick's part, but he
was always doing thing s like that, whieh accounted for his frequent success in running clown evildoers."
"Oh, they don't!" was the reply. "Grist is too
cute for them. No one suspects that he is the
leader of the band. They all think he is an honest, easy-going fellow."
"Maybe they don't," thought Dick. "This is
just what I wanted to know."
"Safe to go in, is it?" the man asked.
"I'm going in myself," exasively. "YQu can do
as you like."
"All· right, then I'll go, too," said the other,
but at that moment a boat was heard coming on,
and some one said hoarsely:
"Hello! That you, Sam?"
"No; it's Rufe. Who's that?"·
"Bill!" answered the other, coming on.
"Great snakes, then who's--"
Dick knew that he would be discovered in a
moment if he did not make himself known.
"It's Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys!"
he said, suddenly shoving the bow of his boat
into the other and capsizing it. "Hello, boys!"
The newcomer uttered a surprised exclamation,
and turned quickly. The other suddenly found
himself in the ·water, with Dick rowing off with
the boat. Some of the boys came hurrying forward in a boat, but the man in the water, realizing his danger, raoicll:v swam toward the other
boat. The man took him in, and then both rowe6.
away rapidly.
"They expect a load,'' said Dick, "and perhaps
we can get it by keening quiet. They thought
we would not suppose they would come again, and
that was why they did."
"It isn't safe to sa:v what we will do," laughed
Ben. "for we are likel:v to do anything."
The bo·ys went up the creek and waited in the
shadow for the coming of the bandits with their
plunder. At length they heard them coming
down the path toward the ravine, but in another
moment they hear(! a hoarse voice somewhere
up the slope say excitedly:
"Don't go down there, men, or you'll be nabbed! The rebels a1·e there!"
There were excited exclamatfons, an interchange of signals, and then hurried footsteps
as the surprised robbers hurried away.
"I might have expected this,'' laughed Dick.
"The fellows we drove away gave warning to the
rest. We cannot do anything to-night, I fear."
"It is too bad we did not capture the plunder,"
muttered Ben, "but we cannot hope to be successful always, I suppose."
"No; and we will make these fellaws more careful and perhaps drive them away altogether. I
WQulcl rather catch them . but still, if we send
them away, that is s omething."
The boys waited till all was quiet in the ravine
and then went away, Dick feeling sure that the
i·olYbers would not come again that night. Then
they made their \Va y toward the mill, thinking
tha·t perhaps th ey might find something going on
there. All was quiet at the mill and at the miller's house, however, everythil)g being locked up
at both places and a watchdog loose at the house.
"Grist is cautious," said Dick. "He will take
no chances on our supposing that the bandits will
dQ nothing, and he is keeping quiet."
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"We should have captured one of those fellows
and then .we might have learned something," remarked Lishe Green. "They would tell on him in
a minute if the:v thought they could get out of
being punished by so doing."
"Very likely," replied Dick, "but we may do
better next time."
Then Dick went on, leaving the others to watch
the mill and the house, not knowing but that they
might learn something yet before morning.
"He will be cautious for a time," reflected Dick,
"but he will lose his caution at length, and if we
are on hand at the right moment, we will catch
him napping. We must find out positively that
he is the rascal we think he is, and then catch
him red-handed." ·
Dick then went up the river to look about him.

CHAPI'ER VIII.-In Strange Quarters.
Dick went up the river quite a little distanc <!
past the mill without seeing or hearing anything
suspicious; anrl, in fact, he heard very little everything being dark and still ana every.body ~bed
and a s leep apparently.
"There is evidently nothing going on in this
part of the region," Dick said to himself, as he
went on, "and the bandits, if they are at work
are in the interior."
•
'
It was growing late now, and Dick concluded
that he would hear something very soon or not
at all, when all at once he saw the outline of a
boat shoot out from a little creek just ahead of
him. Then a torch flashed out in an instant and
he was revealed in its full light, and at the same
time he saw that there were four or five men in
the other boat. He still had the rough coat over
his uniform and he trusted that the men would
not recognize him. He knew two of them to be
rank Tories, and concluded that the others were
the same, or they would be in better company.
"Hello! What you doing around here so late?"
asked one of the men, whom Dick recognized.
"If it's a fair question, what are you doing out
so late, neighbor?" Dick retorted, with a drawl
and a short laugh.
At the same time he backed away and prepared
to turn his boat or go upstream, whichever was
the easiest. Then he heard a whisper, not intended for his ears, but which he heard, nevertheless,
having uncommonlv sharp hearing.
"That's the rebel, Dick Slater, himself."
Dick backed away quickly, and then shot around
like a flash and set off downstream at good s peed.
Crack-crack-crack! The men in the boat began ring at Dick at a livel y rate, and if he harl
not bent his head he would have beep hit. One
of his oars was struck, and he heard two or three
bullets hit the side of the boat. A bad hole was
made, and he felt the water come spurting in as
he went on at fast speed.
The other boat was coming after him rapidly,
but he would have escaped had he not suddenly
struck the roots of a tree growing close to the
bank. The boat was not capsized, but his speed
was lessened, and the other boat quickly puller!
up on him, and he was seized, althoug-h he stru':("gled manfully and upset one of ·his assailants
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into the water. Then he was dragged over into one when we do," laughed another. "Show him
the other boat, his being allowed to go adrift.
around, bo:r.s. Take him everywhere, from the
"That boat won't float Jong, I guess," muttered taproom to the parlor."
one of the men, "so it's all right to let it go. We
Some of the torches were stuck into crevices
don't want to be bothered with it."
in the rocks and some into earth, and Dick saw
"No, that'!i all right," said another. "What that the. cave was part natural and nartly made,
are we going to do with this fellow, now that there bemg a wooden door on one side leading to
we've got him?"
a storeroom, apparently. The boat had not stop"Keep him where he (\1n't get away and make ped either at the entrance or at the encl of the
the young rebels pay we.\ for getting him."
.
cave, apparently, for Dick could see that there
"There's a better thin \ than that," muttered was more of it beyond and he could not see the
another. "There's a big \eward offered for him ri:ver, the creek having made a turn. There was
by the redcoats, and we'!~ get it if we turn him a shelving, sandy beach here, but a little farther
over to them, dead or alive."
on there was a stone pier, built out to accommo"How much is the reward?" asked one.
date the men when loading or unloading the
"Five hundred pounds," the other replied.
boats.
"H'm! The young rebels couldn't pay any such
"Show the gentleman into the parlor, Eph,"
price as that!" declaretl all. the others.
said one of the robbers, with mock courtesy.
"No, of course they couldn't. Let's take him "And be sure and have his bed aired before he
to the den till we can send him down the river. retires. It is not often that we have such clislt's too late now, and we won't get far enough tinguished guests."
v. ithou.t being seen."
The men holding Dick led him towards the
The men went up the little creek, two of them wooden door he had noticed, and another now
holding Dick, while the rest bowed, the torches came forward and unlocked it.
being extinguished. The trees arched over the
A
~reek and all was dark, the sky being hidden, and
s it swung open, Dick was suddenly thrust
forward
into the darkness, and the door was
the moon not haYing yet arisen.
The men did not say anything, and Dick re- quickly closed behind him.
mained si lent, listening to every sound. The
He had saved himself fro.m falling, but all
torches had shed considerable light while the y was dark around him, and he could not see
had been used, and it occurred to Dick that if his h a nd before his face.
any of the boys wexe on the river they would see
He 1urned toward where he thought the door
the light and wonder at it.
to be, but could not see the faintest glimmer of
"If they were near enough to see the men they light nor hear the slightest sound .
would probably suspect them," he thought, "and " "Tdh~y have put out the torches," he mur~ured,
come up to see who they were and what they
an
ave goi;e awa_Y, perhaps, or, at any r ate,
were about on the river at this time of night ."
they are keeping quiet purpo~ely, so as to give
He heard nothing which would indicate th at me no clue as to my whereabouts."
any of the boys was on his track, however, and
He walked forward, and found that he had
tried to discover where they were going, every- taken t he proper direction, his hands presently
thing being darker than before. At length he coming in contact with the door. There was no
felt the boat grate on sand and then stop, one of chink in it, apparently, or, at any rate, he coul d
the men calling out:
not get the first glimmer of light, not even
"Hello! · Get a Ji~t there, somebody ! We've through the keyhole, which he knew the door had
brc;mght home company !"
and so knew that the lights had been put out'.
Dick heard footsteps, and then he saw an old There was not a sound to be heard, and he supman coming with a torch in his h and, and saw posed the men had departed to some other part
that they were in some sort of cave into which of the cave, probably to terrify him by leaving
the creek rnn.
·
him in the dark. Putting out his hands, he made
"You've been trying to find where we keep our his way along the wall an<l presently felt earth
selves for a Jon g time, Slater," said the leader of instead of wood, going still farther till he came to
the bandits, as Dick readily guessed them to be, an angle and made a turn. H~ kept on until a
"and now you see one of our places."
sudden sound reached his ears, which caused him
"Very snug and comfortable," murmured Dick. to paurn and listen. The sound was that of water
"Not quite a s good as the mill. though, is it?"
lnppi ng gently against a rock. There was water
"What do you know about the mill?" snarled there somewhere, and if he went on in the dark
the other.
he mi ght fall into it.
"I am pretty well satisfied that Grist, the
"I don't know if that is a part of the river or
miller, if he is not the leader of your precious not," he reflected, "and if I .should fall into it,
gang, is a prominent member of it," Dick return- there might be no way of getting out. Oh y:hy
ed boldly.
didn't I think of it?"
'
Thei:e were several torches lighted now, and
The robb ers had taken away his pistols, but
•Dick had been taken out of the boat where he they had left him his tinder box and sulphu r
had a chance to see the faces of a number of the matches, and it was these that he now thought of.
men. He saw two or three of them change color • "I suppose they did not think th ese were worth
perceptibly and was satisfied that he had made taking," he mu ttered, "or perhaps they did not
a correct guess.
notice them. They do not take up as much room
"Well, maybe he is," growled' one, "but it won't as rny pistols, to be sure." .
do you any good to know it if it is so, for you
With the flint and steel Dick soon had a match
won't get out Qf here till we take you."
alight and, hol ding it up, looked about him. Not
"And he won't have a chance to talk to any
three feet distant there was a hole in the _g-rounJ
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like a well and, advancing to the edge, he could
see that it was quite deep, with smooth sides d~
scendinl!: sheer to the water below. Whether it
was a wel! which had been dug or was simply :.
hole to the river, he could but conjecture , but at
all e •ents it was no place in which to fal! without
knowing more about it. The place he was in had
be('n used as a storeroom at times, but there was
not much in it at this time, only a few casks and
a lot of old rubbi!:'h of various sorts. It was not
more than a dozen feet wide, but it was considera blv deeper than that and of irregular shape. In
one !'Orner there was an old bench, and Dick
&'trPtched himself out on this, throwing the match
on the stone floor, where it burned for some little
time.
"Well, I have found one of the hiding-pla ces of
these fellows, at all events," he muttered, "and
now the next thing is to get out."
Before the li1Z:ht faded , he saw in a corner
among other rubbish an iron bar, and the thought
occurred to him that he mi ght fiRd use for it. He
listened for some time, but heard nothing of the
men, and concluded that they had either left the
cave or were in some di stant part where the
sound of their voices could not reach him. Dick
Sla:ter was a resourcefu l boy, and if there was
any chance whatever of getting out of the cave,
he was sure to make t11e best of it. Hearing
nothing for some time, he at length arose, lighted
another sulphur match, picked up the iron bar and
made his way to the door. This he examined and
found a place under one of the hinges where the
bar could be inserted. Sticking the match in the
keyhole, 'Dick set to work. The hinge was old
and rusty, and after a few minutes' work with the
bar, Dick succeeded in loosening it from the door.
Then he went at the lower hinge, which was stil!
weaker, and this he i;:hortly broke in two. He
had to light another match, and then he got the
point of the bar between the door and the frame,
and pried it open little by little. Then with a
sudden wrench he opened it wide enough to gee
through, bending the lock, which was also old
and rusty. He was now out in the cave and close
to the water, but he could see no boat.
"Well, I can make my way along toward the
entrance, " he thought, "and perhaps I shall find
one. If I don't, I can swim. It is not so far."
Then he began walking along the creek, listening for any s~picious sound or any sound which
would indicate the presence of the robbers. He
lighted another match, and then saw a boat at a
liittle distance, tied to a stake on the bank.
"There's a chance, and I'd better take it," he
muttered, as he hurried forward.
Reaching the boat, he saw that there was a man
in it, fast asleep, lying on one of the thwarts.
'Hello!" he said to himself, "I didn't expect
this. However, he is here, and it is either take
him with me or tumble him into the creek and
wake him up."
He concluc!.ed to take the man along, but not to
wake him, leavinl!: him to do that on his own account. He quickly unfastene d the warp of the
boat, pushed off, and got in with as little disturbance as possible. Then he picked up the· oar and
btigan to row with very little noise toward the
olllter enrl, of the creek. Then the man suddenly
aw oke.
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CHAPTE R IX.-Dick 's Escape From the Cave.
The boys remained on the riv-er after Dick had
gone, but kept in the shadow, so as not to be observed· in case anyone came alon~. They went
dovm as far as the mill, but neit her saw nor heard
anything, and then went up again, listening and
keeping an eye on the shore.
"There does not. seem to be anything going on,"
remarked Ben, quietly, "and I shouldn't wonder if
Dick would be back before long."
"Maybe," muttered Lishe, as they were rowing
at a moderate rate along shore, still listening and
watching.
As they were going on somethin g struck the
boat, and Sam, who was in the bow, said with a
start:
"Hello! V.'hat's that?"
Then he turned and reached over the bow.
"Why, it's a boat, half sunk!" he exclaimed .
"Better have a look at it," muttered Ben. "How
did it come out here on the river? Hold on to it
'
Sam, till I get a light."
Ben lighted a sulphur match and the boys
looked at the boat.
"Why, that's the boat Dick had!" exclaimed
Lishe. "Somethi ng has happened to him."
"That's so, it is his boat," declared Ben. "It's
got a hole ~n it. Better let it sink. We must look
for Dick. My idea is that he has met some of
these fellows and they have stove in his boat and
captured him."
"Somethi ng has happened , anyhow," returned
Lishe, "and we've g<Yt to find him."
The boys let the boat l!:O and continued upstream, pulling at a good steady stroke, but keeping along shore, as it was here that they expected
to find tracks of Dick. They at length came to a
creek which they had not expected to find and
'
Lishe said:
you
Do
creek.
little
another
"Hello! Here's
suppose he could have gon-e up here on the lookout for the bandits?"
"He may or he may not," answered Sam. "Is
there any particula r reason why he should go up
every little creek he came across?"
"I don't know that there is, but he might. We
found robbers in another creek, and he might
think that there was some up here as well."
"Yes, that's true enough, and he may have run
into the fellows coming out of it. There's no harm
going up, I suppose." .
They were turning into the creek, rowing moderately, for the place was dark on account of overhanging branches, when they heard someone say
'
with a snarl:
"I don't see what you wanted to wake me up
fur! What is there to do now?"
"Get out of this creek!" they heard Dick say in
his natural voice. "If you don't keep quiet I'll
tumble you overboard !"
"It's Dick!" whispered Ben.
Then he imitated the sound of a cricket, and
signaled to the boys to pull ahead steadily.
"Hello! It's you, is it?" gasped the other.
"How in time did you get out o' the storeroom ?"
"Keep quiet, I tell you, if yqu don't want to be
thrown into the water. I got out_ and that is
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enougl1. Don't vou know that it is a hard matter
to keep me a prisoner anywhere?"
"Hello, Dick, how many of the rascals are
there?" asked Ben in a low tone.
/
"Only one. I'll be there in a moment and you
cari take charge of him. Are you in the creek?"
"°tes, looking for you."
When the man in the boat awoke, he did not
k'now that Dick was there, but supposed it was
one of the robbers. He growled at bein g awak- ened, and wanted to know what was going on.
Dick answered· in a gruff voice that he wanted the
boat that it was all right and that •there was no
use 'in making a fus s, and for a time the man
made no complaint. They left the cave and got
out into the creek, but then the robber got uneasy
again, and began to grumble," and this was what
Ben and the others ha·d heard. The bandit, suddenly realizing that Dick's friends were about
and that there was danger of his being captured,
all at once let out a yell, and then f ell over into
the creek, nearly upsetting the boat.
"Pull away, boy s, I am coming !" warned Dick,
as he bent his oars and sent the boat fairly humming.
A shout was heard farther up the creek, and
tqen lio-hts began to flash in the darkness.
"Heilo! Hurry up, the rebel is getting away!"
yeHed the robber. "Hurry up, come quick, or
he'll get away!"
He tried to seize the boat to upset it and throw
Dick into the water, but th e young patriot had
foreseen this and was too far away for the fellow
to do any damage now. Ben and the rest got out
of the ci~eek in a hurry, so as not to be in Dick';;
way, and he soon sl;iot out upon the river and
turned down.
"Where are you, boys ?" he called.
"Here we are," answered Ben. "Did you chuck
him overboard?"
"No he fell over himself. I think he was afraid
of bei~g taken, and he knew what it would mean.
Come down, Ben. Those fellows may follow."
Thev did not how ever, either fearing to meet
more than their' own number or knowing that they
could not recapture Dick now. The boys rowed
for a .short time, and then stopped and waited for
the bandits to come on. The shouts ceased, and
all was still in a little while, and there was no sign
of the robbers. The moon was rising now and
things were brighter on the river, the boys seeing
.the shore much more distinctly than before.
' d 1 cl
"I guess they won't come after all,' ec are
Dick. "They don't think it would be safe, I suppose."
"I guess they don'it," laughed Ben. "Where
were you, Captain? I heard that fello;v s,~Y something about a storeroom. Where was it?
"In a cave that is up the creek. It is a singu~ar
place. I never, would ~av_e ,~!reamed of its being
there if I hadn t been 1n it.
" A cave, up the creek?" in great amazement.
"Yes. I think much of it is made, although
part of it is natural. I did not have much time
to look at 1t, but we must go there in the morning
and look it over."
"We won't find any one in it, after you escape."
"No, I suppose not, and there was ver~· little
stuff in it. T hey have used it at times, one can
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see, but they have little or nothing there at this
time."
"I guess we discovered it too soon," laughed
Lishe. "In a few days it might have been fu]] of
stolen stuff ready to be shipped off to the redcoats."
"Perhaps," returned Dick , "although I don'.t
think they have done a s much lately, and they
would be cautious how they went to work, not
knowing when they might run against a snag."
"They've been doil1g that a good deal lately,
captain," declared Ben, with a dry laugh.
Nearing the mill, the boys saw everything dark
and quiet a s before, in both house and mill.
"The miller sleeps as peacefully as though he
had nothing on his conscience," laughed Sam.
"He may not have," said Dick. "We can't take
the word of these robbers for it. We mus•t find
proof of his guilt ourselves before we can accuse
him."
Then they rowed on, and at last went ashore
and made their way to the new camp, which the
bandits had not yet discovered and were hardly
likely to, as the bo ys kept such a good watch upon
it. In the morning the boys learned that there
had not been much trouble from the bandits the
night before, probably on account of the previous
activity of the boys themselves, and possibly because of the warnings of the miller, whom the
most of them now consi dered as the leader of the
band. Taking a party of a dozen or more of the
boys in boats, Dick went up the river in the forenoon to visit. the cave where he had been kept a
prisoner for a short time the night before. to investigate it. When they passed the mill, they
found everything in operation, but did not stop
pushing on at a good speed till the y reached the
little creek.
Dick went ahead with his boat, th e others fol·
lowing close behind. It was dark, but not as much
so a s to hide the shore, as had been the case the
night before, and they soon saw how the creek
turned into an opening in the bank, the cave having been originally the outlet of an underground
stream, tl1e bandits having enlarged it and built
the storerQom. The boys had brought torches
with them, and as they went on, they lighted
these so as to be better a ble to examine ·the
strange place. Before reaching the landi.ng place,
Dick noticed a passage leading off to the right at
an angle and dispatched some of the boys to examine it and see where i-t went.
Then he went on with the others, and at length
came to the storeroom, with the door broken down
and the place empty. They could go only a little
farth er by the creek, which entered the side of
the hill a short distance farther, but the cave
seemed to extend for a considerable di stance, turning to the right. Tht') boys did not follow the
creek, but got out and went down the passage Lill
it stopped in a small circular chamber where there
were a few rude tables and bench es and a number of beds, the place being evidently the g eneral
meeting place of the robbers. Here there were
boxes and casks, bag"i, and other receptacles for
packing up stolen goods , and a small amount of
.J)rovisions, which showed that the men ate and
slept here.
\
" There ought to be another way out besides the
cre:k," observed Dick, "'and probably the boys
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will find it. Men like these robbers would not confine themselv es t o a single entrance to their hiding-plac e."
"No, because if t h ey were driven into it by their
pursuers they would want to be able <to get out of
it somehow ," replied Ben.
Having examine d the place all they dared to,
and finding nothing worth taking away, the boys
went back to the boats, and then to the place
where they ha.d left the other boys. These presently cam·e back, Harry Judson, who led them,
saying :
"That is a way out of the cave, captain. It has
been partly dug out and is partly natural, being
the bed of a stream or some old undergro und waterway. It leads into a wood, ana there is quite~
steep ascend from it. Most persons would take 1t
for a gully only, and would nO't think of looking
in it."
"This is probably the principa l haunt of the robbers" observed Dick, "and, now that they are
driv~n from it, they will go to their other hiding-place s. The mill was undoubte dly -0ne of them,
but they will not dare to use that any more, or
not at present, at any rate."
.
.
"Unless they go on the theory that hghtnmg
never strikes twice in the same place," laughed
Ben. "If rthey think we will be satisfied with one
visit to the mill they will return, otherwis e they
will stay away."
,,
.
.
"We will close up the other end, sa1<l Dick,
"except as a passage for water during the spring
and winter and let this part remain as it is. It
will probably all cave in one of these. da)'.s."
Then, having made all the exammat 1on ~hey
cared to make the boys went out upon the nver
and made thei~· way back in the direction of the
·camp.
CHAPT ER X.-The Girls In Danger.
The boys were passing the mill in the boats,
when they saw Bob and a number of the Liberty
Boys come dashing along the road at a tremendous rate, and then suddenly halt and signal to
them.
·
·
"What's up, I wonder? " said Ben, looking up
and down.
"Pull ashore, boys," said Dick, quietly.
The boys rowed to the nearest point where they
~ould meet Bob and the rest, and landed as the
others came up.
"Someon e has run off with the girls, Dick," said
Bob, excitedly . "I believe it was those scoundrelly Tory bandits, knowing that the girls were
our sisters.''
"How did you learn this, Bob?" Dick asked.
"Stella was with them, they were all riding together when Alice and Edith went scamper ing
ahead 'for some reason, leaving Stella behind for
a time."
"I see."
"She galloped ahead, but the start the girls had
gained was her salvation , for she came up in time
t o see the girls hurried away by a lot of evillooking fellows wearing masks."
,
" Then they did not attempt t o capture her?"
"She darted down a lane neilrby and came on
at once to the cainp ta. tell us abo ut it."
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"Where is she now, Bob?"
"Gone with Mark and a lot of the boys to point
out the place where the girls were ki<lnapped. I
set out to find you and then go after the boys.'
"Good! Did you bring Major?"
"Yes, here he is,'' and one of the boys .came
forward, leading the beautifu l animal.
The girls had been coming to the camp with
Stella Burgess, a friend, and the latter's escape
made it possible for the boys to find them, which
they might not have done otherwis e. The bandits
may not have been waiting for the girls, but they
evidently knew them when they saw them, and
seized upon the opportun ity of getting revenge
upon the boys. Dick sprang upon his horse, and
then the boys all rnde off to join Mark Morrison ,
who had taken up the trail of the abductor s of the
two girls. The boys in the boats went on to the
camp to tell the rest that the search for the girls
ha<l begun in earnest. Bob knew which wav
Mark had gone, as Stella had told them how she
had come, and the boys lost no time in follo\vin g
him. They came at length to the place where the
men had seized the girls, finding one of the boys
waiting for them.
"The lieutena nt found a handker chief belongin g
to one of the young ladies," said the boy. "and
so he knew that this was the place. I{ he is
obliged to leave the road, he will leave 0n e of the
boys behind to show H S the way.''
"Very good," said Dick, and then thev followed
on after Mark.
·
Somethi ng less than half a mile farther thev
came to one of the boys waiting at the roadside .
"The lieutena nt has gone into the open woods,"
the boy said. "The robbers were able to take their
horses there, and so he followed ."
They pushed on rapidly, all of them being used
to traveling th rough the woods, and the difficul t ies
of the path both ering them but little. They found
bits of the girls' dresses on the bushe;;, and now
and then some of their hair, so that th e trail was
easily followed , although now and again they
missed the girls' footprin ts. It was evident that"
they \\'ere being carried over the rou g h places, in
order to save time, for occasion ally the footprint s.
w-0uld appear again where the path was better.
"Do you want some of the boys to go back and
get boats to enter the cave, Dick?" a sked Bob.
"I think it will be as well to do so. If I had
thought of the trail leading in this direction I
would have sent them back before, but we cannot think of everythi ng.''
"No, of-cours e not, but the robbers won't think
of our followin g them so soon, nor of your knowing this place."
·
Th1·ee of the boys were sent back wit h in structions to go as fast as they could and get boats
to the creek, taking..t he bovs that had been with
Dick that morning , as they· knew the place. The
boys had not brought their muskets a nd there
was nothing to hinder them, therefor e, the descent
being made rapidly. When they got to the entrance of t h e cave they cut a number of pine
sticks for torches and lighted them as they went
i~
.

"They won't go out at once," reasoned Dick,
"for they w-0uld be seen on the river. so there is
no great haste, and we will give . the others a
chance to get around.' '
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They went at an easy gate, therefore, and even
stopped to rest in a short time, Dick listening for
any sound of th e robbers. He heard none, and
after a good rest they all went -0n at an easy pace,
Dick having n-0 trouble in finding the way, although he had not been there before. He had
known the gully from the boy s' description of it,
and he also knew it must be that from the direction he had been going.
"It is a great thing to be able to follow a path
you have never been -On, but have only heard of,"
laughed Bob, "but the Liberty Boys can do man y
t.hinE!'s when thev put their wits togPther."
"There is nothing so wonderful about it, Bob,"
replied Dick. smiliflg. "We had the sun to guide
us and we all know direction, so that it was the
easiest thing in the world to know what the gully
was after the boys had told me about it."
"Yes, but plenty boy s would not have guessed
where they were .itcing, but would have been confused by the winding of the trail."
_
"Yes, but we have had experience, Bob'."
"True enough, and have profited by it, which is
better yet."
At length, as they were going on at fair speed,
Dick suddenly paused and h eld up hi s hand: Then
he indicated by gestures that he heard voices not
very far ahead and for the b oys to be cautious,
lest their own be heard. Tney were nearing· th e
end of the passage, and the rnbbers were evident1y
talking among them5elves, di;;cu!'sing their plans.
Standing away from the wall of the passage,
which might carry the sound of his voice, Dick
said in a low tone:
"The robbers are there. Let u s go ahead cautiously."
Then the boys went on, until at la ~t they heard
the voices of the men very distinctly, and could
at length hear what they said.
"We aren't to hurt you girls," one was sayino"
"but we are going to get some money out of the
y-0ung rebels for giving you up."
"Yes, and it'll have to be a pretty penny, too,"
added another.
. "The captain cheated us out of getting the reward for him, and he will have to make that
good, a s well. Why, we- almo st had the money in
our hands and he had to go and get away," with
a snarl.
"What did you expect?" a sked Di ck, sudd('nly
appearing before the surprised· robbers. "Surrender, you scoundrels!"
The men sprang to their feet and dashed away
in different directions. One or two plunged into
the water, while others i·an this way and that,
hoping to escape. Dick and Bob quickly released
the two girls, who were bound, while the others
ran after the robbers. Then a sh-0ut was heard
from the creek opening, and one of the Liberty
Boys was heard to call out:
"Here they are! Stop the i·uffians!"
"The boys have lost no time in getting here
with the boats;!" exclaimed Dick. "I thought they
would get around."
Then they all hurried forwayl, \\'aving their
torche~ . . Two of the bandits were caught, Dick
rec-0g111zmg both, but the rest got away in the
darkness of the cave, and Dick did not bother to
go a fter them. There was room enough for all
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the boys in the boats, the two prisoners being
taken along to be sent to jail.
"If you will let us g-0, we will tell you the
names of the olher fellows," muttered one, "and
tell you whe1·e more stuff is."
"Then we would be just as bad as you are," replied Dick. "Besides, we know a lot of you ruffian s and we know your leader."
The men sai d nothing after"that. and they were
80on -0ut on the little river and making their way
down-stream. They went ashore before reaching
the mill, and the prisoners were taken to the
' nearest magistrate, who committed them to jail
on a charge of kidn apping, and abo with being
suspicious persons. Then Dick :;.nd Bob got horse,;
for themselves and the girls and made their way
to the camp, where the boys were all overjoyerJ
to see them.
CHAPTETI XL-Watching the Miller.
With one _of th~ir. chief storehou ses broken up,
one of their sh1ppmg places di scovered, their
traffic largely interfered with, some of th eir mer.
captured and the rest scattered, it seemed as if
the_ gang -0i T_o~y bandit s that had so long terrorized the neighborhood would have to go elsewhere to carry on t heil' unlawful trade'. The boys
suspected the miller, but the captured men would
say nothing, and therefore they must get proof
before the y made their suspicions known. The
district would have to be patroled, as before to
see if the bandits continued their operations, ~nd
then the mill and the m iller must Le watched and
if anythin!2,' susp icious occurred, the clews ;nast
be fol!o Y>ed np. Dick <ind Bob went home with the
girls late in the aft ernoo~·, and on their vvay
passed the mill. The wheel was going merrily,
the waler coming out \ntr a rush 11nder the little
bridge, the creaking of the wheel, the buzz of
·wo1k inside? and the :-·ound d the men going about
thei1· tasks, making a pleasnnt din which told of
honest labor and pro sperous times for all. The
miller himself, round and jolly-lookin g , with his
white apron, and his meal-du sted hair and face,
stood at the door, the very picture of sterling
honesty and good nature.
"Aha, ::;-0 I hear that the young ladies were in
peril from those ruffians who dared to make my
mill a hiding place for stolen goods," he said, as
the boys and girls came up. ''l am g'.ad to hear
that you captured two of tbe thi eves and found
one of their hiding places. Did the shameless villains implicate any of their fello ws? There are
those who tell on others when in danger themselves, I have heard. Perhaps these were that
sort."
"They offered t-0 tell if we would let them go "
returned Dick, "but we make no bargains with
scoundrels, and they will have to go to jail."
"And a good thing for th em, too," said the
miller. "Do men work and toil that idle vagabonds like these shou.ld come aloncr and take awav
their hard-earned savings? No~ ind eed ! Here
am I, who earn my bread by the sweat of my
brow, and these varlets seek to take away my
character b~ making my mill a nest of thieves
as yQu might say, and seeking to · ruin my good
name."
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At the cottage the millel''s daughter came out, was well that he was. Th e two boys had a considerable distance to gQ and it would be late before
greeted them CQrdially, and said:
"I will be very glad to have you come in and they got back, but they might come upon some of
rest awhile and take a little refreshment before the robbers on the way home and so their being
you go on your way. The day is warm and you out late would be of advantage. Then they knew
that Mark would be on the watch and they felt
have had much to fatigue you."
"No, thank you, I think not," said Alice. "We perfectly safe in being away. It was growing late
had dinner at the camp, and I do not think we when they neared the region where the robbers
shall need anything more before. getting to our had been operating, and they were nearing Woodhull's house when they suddenly heard ;;omeone
homes."
"We thank you just as much, Jessie," added say from the bushes :
"Hello! That you, Perkins?"
Edith, "but we shall do very nicely."
"Yes, what you want?" drawled Dick, suspectTh en they rode on, but as soon as they were
ing in a moment that it was one of the robbers
well out of hearing, Bob burst out with:
"Well, she is a very nice girl and I believe she who had spoken.
"We're going to call at Woodhull's. They've
is honest, but that rascall y father of hers is a
regular old h:-•pocrite ! He's a sly old fox, antici- given up watching for us, and there are none of
pating what people will say·about him, taking the the young 1·ebels about. Who's that with yo u,
Bill Watts?"
wind out of th eir cail s, you might say."
"He's one of us all right," drawled Dick, both
"Yes, that waf! a verr clever stroke," returned
Dick, "but I could see his pu rpose well enough. boys having haFte~.
It wa~ too dark to discern the boys' uniform or
He may suspect us, or he may not, but in either
case he is preparing himself fqr attacks by speak- to tell what horses they rode, the moon not having of them in advance, with all the ingenuous- ing yet arisen and the sky being overcast, and
the y were safe, therefore.
ness of a saint. "
"Is the captain going to be around to-night?"
_ "Oh, he's sly, but he'll have to be slyer yet to
get the better of the Liberty Boys," muttered asked Dick.
"He will be at the mill to take in the stuff.
Bob. "It only puts us on our guard, did he but
knaw it, for we will be all the more cautious in The rebels have made it un safe to put it anywhere
else, but there'll be a load of grist going out to·
watching him."
"I don't believe Jessie is anything but an hon- morrow and we'll get it off."
est girl," declared Edith. "She is thoroughly in- • "Load o' grist, he-he-he! That's putty good!"
with a laugh. "The miller grinds more'n corn
genuous and a very nice girl."
"I don't believe she knows what an old hypo- and wheats in the mill, he grinds the rebels,
crite her father is," added Bob, "and I think she ha-ha-ha! putty good!"
"Keep still, you fool!" snarled the other, "or
is perfectly honest herself. I never doubted that,
and I must say that I believed the old rascal him- the rebel s'll hear you. They are not asleep yet,
though the lights are out."
self, until he began to talk so much."
"I'll go ahead and see,'' said Dick, looking for
"The girl is perfectly honest," declared Die.
"And you do not think the miller is?" asked a chance to warn the patriots and then to help
them beat off the bandits.
Alice.
"Oh, we've jus t been there and they're still
"No. Did the men who carried you off say
awake. We could hear them talking."
anything about him?"
"Have you got Mose and Peleg?"
"They did not mention him by name, but I think
"Why, no, they were caught."
they were talking< of him, for they said that h~
"I can get 'em,'' said Dick, with a chuckle.
was too clever for the young rebels and would be
able to g·o on with the business the same as ever "You want all you can get, don't you?"
"Why, to be sure, but how can you get them
in a short time and no one be any the wiser. In
fact, they said he would not stop it, but only if they are in jail?" the other asked.
"Oh, I don't how to get 'em, and how do you
change the field of operations for a time."
"That is something to know. Last night he was know they're in jail, anyhow?"
"Well, if you can get 'em, go ahead. The more
a lit.tie quiet, but that was only natural. We must
continue to watch him and do it carefully so as the better, of course, always."
Dick and Bob were moving away when one of
not to excite his suspicions."
The boys went home with the girls and it was the men un expecte(1 ly lighted a sulphur match at
dark by the time they set out to return. Mark his tinder-box to get a light for his pipe. As the
was in charge of the Liberty Boys and was thor- light flared up he caught sight of the two boys
oughly trustworthy, and Dick had left instructions and exclaimc;d with great excitement:
"Hello! Rebels, how did they get here?"
to watch the river, the mill and the creek, as well
"Quick, Bob!" hissed Dick, "to the house with
as the interior, .so that if t he robbers appeared
you and warn the people!"
the boys could spring out upon them.
Both boys made a dash, and Dick got safely
"You can trust Mark Morrison to do whatever
we would do ourselves," declared Bob, as they set away. Bob was not so fortunate, a number of the
qut for the camp, "and he probably has some of men closing in upon him and dragging him from
the boys out now keeping watch upon the robbers his horse. Dick would have return ed to Bob's assistance, but a number of the men got in his way,
and on the mill as well."
"Yes, Mark is thoroughly respon sible," an- and Bob him ~'!l f cried out:
swered Dick, "and will do whatever i ~ required of - "Don't mind me, Dick, get away and bring the
boys!"
him without further orders."
Dick would only have endangered his own safeMark was watching the miller, indeed, and it
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t y by returning, and so he hurn d away and .soon
reached the Woodhull house, where he qmckly
aroused the family.
"The Tory bandits are about to attack and plunder the house," he said. "Get ready for them."
"Why, that i!' you, isn't it, Captain Slater?"
asked the farmer.
"Yes. How man~· can you depend upon in the
house?"
"Well there's me and my woman and the two
boys, an'd I guess the girls can do something, and
then there's the hired men. I guess we can do
pretty good."
"I hear the rascals coming," said Dick. "I'll
tell vou something you don't know, Mr .. Woodhull.'"
"What's that, captain?"
"Grist, the miller, is at the head of these b'.lndits. The miller and his men have been robbmgthe people hereabo.uts for some time."
"All of them?" in a tone of surprise.
•
"No, not all of them, I will say that, but many
of them."
"I want to know."
The famii y was all arou~ed now and were ready
with shotguns, rifles and pistols, to meet the bandits.
The latter came on, thinking that there were
enough of them to g·et the better of the farmer
and his family. Dick put Major in the ba~n and
was joined by the hired man, who was a big fellow, six feet in height and broa? and brawn~.
,,
"Catch one of tho se fellows 1f you can, Simon,
said Dick. "They have my li.eutenant and I would
like to make them give him up."
"All right, captain," the hired man answered,
"I'll do the best I can ," and the man Kept 111 the
dark watching the advance of the bandits.
These came on, front and rear, some trying to
break into the house and others trying to force the
barn door. The hired man was not in the barn,
but outside, behind a horse-trough, k eeping watch
upon the robbers. As the latter came on, he suddenly sprang out from his place of concealment,
seized one of them by the scruff of the neck and
literally dragged him off his feet. The man set up
a startled yell and called loudly for help. Then
Dick blazed away with his pistol s , firing three or
four shots in quick succession and shouting:
'!Now then, giYe it to the ruffi ns, boys!"
The robbers, thinking that there was a good
force in the barn, fell back in disorder, and the
hired man dragged in his man, and. he and Dick
soon had him tied hand and foot.
"'vVe've got one of them, at any rate," laughed
Dick "and now we can make terms with them.
If th'ey don't give Bob up, this fellow will be sent
to jail and perhaps worse."
The~ he rapidly reloaded his pistols, resolving
to do tnore than frighten the men off if they came
on again.
CHAPTER XII.-The Miller Gives Up Business.
The bandits attacked the barn with fury, but
Dick and the hired man sent such a hot volley
at them that they quickly retired and went to
the aid of those at the house. Here Woodhull and
his family gave 'them a warm reception, ~nd Dick
and the hired man, having reloaded, left the barn,
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stole around by the side of 1the house and suddenly opened fire upon them as well. They had
not thought of this and they fell back toward the
road in great dismay. The sound of firing had
aroused the nei ghbors and nnw. ['S the moon
arose and the wind drove a";ay the clouds, a number of them c::irne hurrying to the scene. They
quickly recognized the robbl'rs and began to fire
upon them, showing them very sc::int consideration. The robbers were discouraged, having Jost
one of 1hcir number by capture and h::df a dczen
being wounded, some of them dangerously, and
they retre..'l.ted rapidly, going in the direction of
the mill. Tl1ey took Bob with them, two having
remained behind to wa"tch him and preve:nt his
escaping. They had horses of their own and they
now rode away at foll speed, distancmg the farmers, who had come on foot mostly.
"We'll fix you for this, Slater!" growled one of
Bob's captors.
I don't happe n to be Dick Slater," said Bob,
dryly, "and he will see that you will be fixed ,·ourselves if anything happens to me."
"He won't have time!" with a snarl. "\Ve'll put
you through the mill, let me tell you tha t!"
"You did not get any th ing to take to the mill
to be ground for the redcoaJts, did you? "
"We're taking something t o be ground now,
.and you can't guess what it is, " growled the man,
and then he gave a cruel laugh which startled
Bob, brave as he was.
"The scoundrels mean mischief," he said to himself. What can it be? \V ell, Mark will be on
the watch, at any rate, and they won't do very
much."
Mark and his boys were on tl1e watch, sure
enough . When it was quite dark some of them
came along shore in a boat, keeping well in the
shadows and making Jirttle noise, while another
party made their way back of the mill, hid ing in
the woods. The latter had hardly hidden themselves when they sa>v a light at the back door of
the mill, and then saw two or three men come
out.
"Be sm·e and get some grist to-night," they
heard the miller himself say , "if it isn't any more
than to find out where the young reb~ls have
their camp."
"All right, captain," replied the men in a breath.
Then they went away, and the miller retired
within the mill.
"That's proof enough," murmured Jack Warren,
who was one of the boys hidden near the stream.
"We must watch for their return and then seize
them and the miller," replied Mark. "He will
have to explain things or rest under a heavy
suspicion."
Later the boys heard firing at not such a great
distance, and in a moment the miller came to the
door with a lantern in his hand.
"That sounds as if the men were meeting with
resistance," he muttered. "Confound these meddling young rebels! Still, they can't be there, as
none have gone out to-night, since the captain
went away."
There was more firing, and the miller got very
patient and exclaimed angrily, stamping his foot:
"That means that there will be no grist tonight? Trade is getting bad and the men will
have to go somewhere else. No one suspects the
1
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honest miller of being the leader of the robbers
and I have forestalled Slater and the rest, and
now if anything is said, I am prepared for it.
Ha-ha! That was a sly move on my part!"
"What can the old rascal mean?" muttered
JacL
"If we were a bit closer I'd have you jump
out and catch him," whispered Mark.
The firing presently ceased and the miller went
im<ide again . The boys in the boat saw the miller
come to the front, look at the sky and mutter:
"No barns on fire! They have been driven off.
Then someone gave notice to Woodhull. Who
could it have been? They should have captured
the captain and lieutenant, and there was no one
else."
Then he went in, and the ·boy s watched and
waited.
"I wonder if we could go to the door and get
him out on some pretext or another?" asked Mark.
"Then we could catch him ."
"Detter wait till those fellows ought to be returning and then try it, Mark," replied Jack.
"All right, we will. That is a good idea, Jack.
\Ye'll make a clatter on the road, and that will
bring him out all the sooner."
"He is an old rascal, jus t as I suspected, isn't
he?"
"There isn't any doubt of that, Jack."
The young lieutenant was thinking of putrting
J al:l;:'s plan into execution when there came the
sudden clatter of hoofs on the road, and a number of men came dashing up, and then around to
the back of the mill.
· The moon was now up and the boys in the boat
recognized Bob with the men who had ridden up.
"What's the matter?" asked the miller, coming
out at the rear.
"We've Jost half a dozen or more of our men,
the young rebels gave the alarm, and Woodhull
put up a brave .defense. We've got Slater though,
and he's got to pay for the men we've lost!"
"Slater a prisoner?" cried the miller, holding up
his lantern.
"Yes, though he says he isn't."
"Bah! That's only the lieutenant!" in di sgust.
"Well, he'll have to be put through the mill,
just the same !" with a savage growl.
"All right, purt him on the wheel, start it up
and grind the life out of him! We'll teach these
rebels to interfere with our busi ness."
"To the rescue, Liberty Boys!" shouted Mark.
In a moment there was a rush, and before the
men had gone three ·feet ·w ith Bob, they were
hurled aside like chaff. Bob was quickly unbound,
while a number of the boys, led by Mark, followed
the miller into the mill. The moon shone in at
one of the windows and they saw him run. across
to a side door, with the evident intention of escaping.
"It's no use, Miller!" cried Mark. "We know
you now for the rascal you are, and we have suspected you for some time."
The miller reached the door and rushed out,
followed by the boys. Then there was a sudden
splash and a startled cry, and the boys ran to
the Edge of the race and looked down. ' The miller
h;:id fallen in and was now being swept toward
the river. The current was swift here and he
auicklv dis appeared. Mark and the boy::; hurried
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inside, went out by the front and called to the
boys in the boat.
"Look out for the miller, boys!" shouted Mark.
"He is coming under the bridge!"
"All right!" and the boys rowed out into the
light and toward the bridge.
They did not see him, however, and no one
there ever saw him alive again. Two days later
)1i s bod:-' "·a s pick ed up '''ell dbwn the river and
was brou .i ;ht back. Whether he had struck his
head against the stones in his fall or he had been
::<eized with a fit at the discovery that his villainy
was known to all could never be told. By the time
his body was brougbt back everyone kn ew that the
supposedlly honest miller was the leader of a band
of robbers, and that he had Jong lived a double
life. The man Dick had captured, the two in jail
and tyrn of the wounded men before they died, all
told the same story. The miller had organized
the company of Tory bandits and had ofkn been
.... i,th them on their raids, being unrecognized
when masked. He had grown rich on tbe pro:
ceeds of the robberies committed and had prospered by the mill, for it now came out that he had
taken more than his just tools, cheating· every
cus'ton er who came to the mill, whether Tory or
patriot. His wife and daughter knew nothing of
hi~ villainies, as he took good care to keep them
hidden, and they supposed, as many di-1, that he
was a thoroughly honest and respectable man.
Now that he had gone out of business all this was
known and many wondered at it, while others said
they had Jong suspected it, but hl}d no proof and
so had not spoken . • The bandit gang was broken
up and thoroughly routed, and never again did
they terrrify the people of the region by their
midnight marauds. The men who were taken
spent years in jail, and considered themselves
lucky that they were not hanged. Jessi e Grist
was greatly shocked at learning the 'terrible truth,
and for a time would see no one. At last, l:owever,
feeling the need of doing something, and having
a good property in the mill, they started it up
ag ai n and were the millers for the region as Grist
had been. In time the widow married an honest
farmer of the neighborhood and rlo longer bore
, the name of the man who was now known not as
the miller, but as the daring leader of the Tory
bandits who had so long fattened on r,he people.
Time came when Jessie was no longer J.essie
Grist, but bore another name, that of one of the ,
Liberty Boys, who had long loved her, and, a few
years after the close of the war, made her his
wife. The ·1awless traffic that had been carried
on by the milller and his men had Jong since
ceased and the cave storehouse was now a ravine,
the old streams having returned to their beds so
that in a short time there was no trace of the
robbers' cave. The Liberty Boys did not remain
long in ·the neighborhood after the death of the
1,niller, although they returned to it at intervals
afterward. going south on an extended tour a nd
gaining fresh laurels in the cau se of indepandence.
After the war, many of them- who !iv.et! in V/estche~ter patronized the mill, especially as the miller
was now one of theii' own number.
•
_,.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY
BOYS CHASING 'WILD BILL'; or, FIGHTING
A MYSTERIOUS TROOP."
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CURRENT NEWS
A TWELVE-TON CHEESE .
A cheese is being manufactured for exhibition
a t the New York State Fair in Syracuse. It will
weigh 12 tons and will require 150,000 pounds of
milk, or a day's output of 7,500 cows.
HEAVY STORMS IN SWITZERLAND.
T his has been a strange year for Switzerland,
first the drought, then the severe snow storms
which. sent Alpine climbers to the shelter huts.
F rom 20 to 30 inches of snow fell in some places
about the 6,000 foot level. The thermometer
dropped 36 degrees.
CEYLON GRAPHITE.
I n the Island of Ceylon graphite Is found in
g reater abundance than in any s imilar s ized area
in the world. The soil and r ocks of Ceylon are
almost everywhere impregnated with graphite, so
that it may be seen covering the surface in the
sewers after a rain. The supply is practically
inexhaustible. The peculiarity of Ceylon graphite
is its extreme purity.
BIG BED OF OCHRE.
A substance resembling brown coal, found
within twenty-four miles of Guatemala City, and
within fifteen miles of the railroad, has been
found to be ochre, which when mixed with water
and lime produces a good quality of paint. It is
believed by the Department of Foreign and Domestic Commerce that an excellent business
might be built up in this material. The supply
·appears t o be very large.
RHONE DEVELOPMENT.
T he French have some ambitious plans for the
development of the Rhone River. It is planned
to make this waterway into a water transport
line that vvill riv.al the Rhine and will serve for
irrigation of over 600,000 acres of land. Also
900 000 kilowatts of cheap electric current is to
be 'made available, thus saving coal imports to
the value of at least 600 million francs a year.
River ports will have to be improved or at least
created and joined by rail with the main land
arteries of traffic. The Rhone River flow s west
and south from Lake of Geneva to the Mediterranean Sea.
WHAT RATS DO.
Experts have estimated that one rat will consume forty to fifty pounds of food in a year.
It has also been figured that it requires the continuous work of about 150,000 men with farms,
agricultural implements, and other equipments
to supply the foodstuffs destroyed annually by
rats in the United States. In addition, rats destroy other property, mainly of agricultural
origin, the production of which requires the
w ork of ab out 50,000 men. This gives a total
of 200,000 men whose economic output is devoted solely t o feeding and otherwise providing
for rats.

BOAT'S PROPELLER KILLED A SHARK
Henry Ow~ns h1:1ct the s_cnrc nf his life when
he was makmg . hi s way into Horn Hai·bor, in
Mathews County, Va., a few days ago, in his
moter boat.
His boat was speed ing along at about 11. knot~
when it struck some obstable that shook th~ c~:af.t
from stem to stern. The boat was in deep watc:
and a clear channel. Owen could not account f 0 ..
'
the collision with. the submerged object
The boat's engine went dead after the. collisi~
and Owen went to the stern of his boat to :n,
wha~ the trouble wa s. He found the fast ·~~~
volvmg propeller of hi s boat had killed a s'iar'·
There was blood all over the surface of the ;;;t ·':
T~e shark measured nine feet. Its body ,,~ 1 ~
cut m. several place~ when it came to the surfacrafter its contact with the propeller.
CAT NURSES RAT.
Two sma~l kittens and a young rat make tJ,~
happy family_ of a fond mother cat at Enfieic!
N . C.! according to J. ~- Ethridge, who took ,~
peep mto the barrel which serves as the fa 1111·1
Y
home at I. D. iV'ood's sto1'e at E"ntield.
The_ mother cat, according to Ethridge, found
two ~1ttens many d<1ys ago, and on the day afte 1•
~he kittens came caught a ;voung rat and carrie I
it . to her barrel home. Evidently the mother instmct got the better of her or else the kittens <>nd
the rat developed a case of love at first sight <for
t~1e mother speedily changed her killing i~ten- •
t1ons and welcomed the rat into the freedom of
the home.
Now she is nurs ing the rat and the two kittens
while _the adopted member has developed into a-;.;
affectionate youngster, playing with the mother
cat and licking her fond ly as do the young kittens .. On t~p of that the new life appears to be
a!5reemg "".1th th_e rodent, as he has grown con·
s1derably s ince hi s adoption.
GET AHEAD OF PENNY
MACHINE .
New Yorkers have accustomed themselves to
the_cap:ices of the chewing gum slot machines,
which, 1f they return neither your money nor
your gum one time, they give you two or three
pieces of gum and a piece of chocolate, all for
one cent the next time. The reasoning is that
if the m~;hine "puts one. over" on you, you "put
one over on the ma ch me when you get more
than your money's worth. Now has come the
man who is able to fool the weighing machine in
the subway stations.
These weighing machines promise to return
your money if you place the red hand on your
proper weight. The individual in question moved
the red hand to 138 pounds, got on the ~cale and
put his cent in. The scale· registered 139 pounds.
All at once some brilliant idea struck the man,
and he rem oved his light coat, and hung it on
the back of the scale. Down went the indicator
to 1:18, and the coin came back.
HOW
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VICTORIES OF TRACK AND FIELD
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER II.-(Continued.)
The crowd of students cheered the old doctor
to the echo.
"fan't that iust like the old fellow?" whispered
Sammy Bell, ~vith a smile.
"Sure," said Dan. "It's th e reason he has
built up Bellville for these fifty long years}'
"Is it enough?" asked the superintendent.
"Fi.,...c1"
"H~'rr.ah for the doctor!"
"Hurrah for D::in Ba1nett !"
It was an enthusiastic crowd that ni ght.
Newthwaite returned to his seat at the far
end of the mess hall.
He was very much crestfallen, for he had
made himself ridiculous after all his attempted
smartness.
"I must get that race if I bust a cylinder-head
trying," said he to Algy Ten son, at his side.
"We'll do that all right, for I am right with
you; you know that, Henderson."
"What under the sun is to be done? He is a
good runner, and this would put it over me worse
than if I just lost the money."
Tenson was silent, and then he laughed jubilantly.
"I had forgotten about that dance which they
are going to hol r1 in the town h a ll at Bcllv_ille
village in a few nights. You know all the girls
from Highland Girls' School are to be there.
Well, we -will just handle Barnett in such a way
that the joke will be on him, and he'll not only
lose out at the race, but will have the ha-ha
handed to him."
"How?"
Al<Yy Tenson nudged Newthwaite.
"T'l1at's my fatal secret,'' he sai d, with a conceited smile. "I may not be a blacksmith or a
giant but little Algy has more brains in h is little
fi11 gc1'. than Dan Barnett has in his head."
"Well, I'll leave it to you,'' said Newthwaite.
"Anyway, I'm going to the girls' school to-night
to call, for it is Friday even.ing. I'll beat Barnett."
Newthwaite went to his room and ordered the
janit'J1· '1 f the dormitory to go get his fast ho-rse
awl runabo ut with the rubber tires, which the
m'1i;on;iire's son had for the humbling of poorer
students.
The girls' school, Highland, was about two
miles away, located on a tall hill, as its name
would indicate. It was reached by a roundabout
roadway, because of the steepness, a nd was fully
four miles by the road.
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Now, it happened that for many years there
h ad been known a secret pathway to the girls'
academy, throug h the woods, by which certain of
the la<l8 were \vont to make a short cut for the
parties and sociablf' nights at the school.
Thi s secret harl been the exclu sive property of
a little fraternity, to which Dan Barnett and
S:tmmy Bell belonged.
Not having horses and run:1bouts the lads used
Shank's mare, anu were always able to get there
as soon as the wealthiest fellows with their rigs.
Newthwaite was determined to steal a ma1·ch
on Dan this ni ght, and so he hurried downstairs
and leaped into hi s runabout.
"Get up!" he cried, slashing away at the horse,
which rearer! and tugged si deways un der the
eruel blow of the bully's leather whip.
Snap!
The harness gave a ripping sound and a trace
was broken !
CHAPTER III.
Uan Barnett's Rescue of a Rival.
Dan Barnett and Sammy Bell were standing
.
close by.
The horse reared up on its hind legs, this time
imperilling the life of the cruel driver.
Dan rushed forward and caught the animal's
bridle, close by the bit, just in time.
He dragged it down to the earth with a skilful twisting of th e bit, and then held it quiet.
"Let go of my horse!" cried Newthwaite, angrily, sPeing a chance to vent his hatred.
He swung the whip with all his force around
in the direction of the head of Barnett.
The good-natured youth was doing his best
to quiet the excited animal.
· But he h eard the whiz of that lash, and in the
instant before it arrived he involuntarily dodged.
The lash caught the horse across the muzzle
of its sensitive head.
With a terrified whinny, it sprang forward.
"Help·! " bellowed Newthwaite, now realizing
that he had injmed only himself.
But it was too la te for help.
The steed raced around with a great swinging
skid, and the millionaire's son tugged away at
.
one line with al l hi s might.
The other end had broken in the sudden jerk.
T he horse swinging toward the direction from
which the painful pull was coming, turned just
in such a way as to swing the light runabout over
on its side.
The animal ran on then with terrific speed,
dragging the very light vehicle after him.
Newthwaite tried to hold on for an instant,
as 1he was draggPd over the ground.
Then he tried to let go, and save his skin.
The h orse was coming back across the campus,
dodging the trees, and swinging here and there,
with the draggin g and crushed runabout.
The back of N ewthwaite's handsome "party"
coat h ad caught in some of the bent prongs of
the dashboa"d now, and .(le was b~ing dragged
<ilong on his back, unable to wrest himself loose,
and screeching for help like a Comanche.
(To be continued)
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THE NE\'VS IN SHORT ARTICLES
•

METEOIUTE FALL.
A large meteorite fell a :elnrt tirne ago in the
grounds of Salop Count/ Asylum, England. Dr.
H allsworth, one of the m ed ical officers, saw it
drop into a bush. It was quite hot when picked
u p, and porous and light a s pumicestone.
FIRST GUM CHEWERS.
· T he Aztecs of Mexico are said to have been the
fi rst g um ch~wers known. The followers of Cort ez reported that the Indians chewed a gum to
qu ench thirst and relieve exhaustion. They obt ained it from the sapote tree by tapping, and today the manner of gathering the sap is in close
analogy to the process of gathering maple sugar
in New England. The tree is indigenous to the
northern countries of South America, Central
America, and especially Mexico, the "last named
fu rnishing about six-seventh s of the entire supp ly consume::! annually in the United States.
THE OLDEST AUTO STILT. TITJNNING
Paris is user! to unu sual Fic;hts, and a few
days ago the populace ·was treated to th 0 sight of
the venerable grcai-gTctndfather of the automobile. The owner, the Abbe Gavo!s, who was perhaps the first profes<;ional man h rec~gnizP. th8
value 0f the autornobilC' for g;ett ing arnund the
countr y for pastoral 01· other dt"tiec, rn:mag!Mi th~
creaking old coiJtraptirm. Hr was g;-e'.)t!'·l with
salutes of h orns throughout his 1wog-.·r'..;s thrnug'1
the city. The long-visioned Abhe is lookin g t'>
sell th e historical ma chine anrl the ]WCX'eec:ls will
help the poorer c!ergv of bis r!ist1·ict. The "car"
has not been overhauled in tl,irty yPa r s and baTring . a touch of asthma is still runable.

FLOWERS A STAPLE DIET.
In India a regular article of food is the flowers
of the bassia or mowra tree, of which the inh:ibitants of the central provinces consume about
eighty pounds apiece every year.
The flower s have a thick, juicy, globe-shaped
corolla of a pale cream color, inclosed at the base
in a velvety, chocolate-colored calyx. The co1·olles fall in the early hours of the morning and
are collected by women and children . They are
spread out to dry on mats in the sun, when they
wither to half their weight and develon a brownish-red color. A, tree will yield 200 to 300 pounds
of flowers in a yea r.
_When fre~h the flowers are extremely sweet,
with a pecuh<ir pungent flavor, and a charact<>ristic color. When dry the neruliai· punc;erit flavor is less perceptible, narticularly if the st·>mens are removed, and the flavor then resemble '
that of figs. The flowers are e:iten either fresh
or dried, anrl rooked in many dif"enmt way;;, with
ri<'e. shrt>r1 rled coconnut or flovr.
The total :tmriunt of sugar in the flowers varies fr0m 40 to 70 ner cent . A soJiriti.Ious liq1101·
is prepan~d from 1hem. a ton of dried flowers
yielrling about nin ety g:illons of 95 per cent. alc0hol.
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·GIRL SWIMS AP.OUND MANHA TT AN
ISLAND.
Miss Amelia Gade, Y. W. C. A. swimming instructor, took a forty-mile "dip" on June 2G, in
whose course .she completely encircled IVIanhattan
Island. ' She wa3 in the water continuously from
5 :20 a. m. until 9: 17 p. m., ·when she climbed
lightly back onto the Naval Militia dock at Ninet y-ninth street and the Hu dson Tiiver amid the
cheers of a waiting crowd.
Only once _before had a woman r:·ade the same
swim. The first to cover Mi ss Gade's <'our~.e was
Miss Ida Elionsky, who swam the metropclit:.'.n
circuit in 1916. Her time was eleven hours and
thirty-five minutes.
It took Miss Gade fifteen hours and fiftv-seven
minutes to get back to the point from wh.ich she
had started, but she had spent several hours in
the East River off One Hundred and T·wentythird street treading water and waiting for the
stiff tide to turn.
At no time on the long swim-"waiting time"
included-was Miss Gade supported· by anythingbut her own girlish buoyancy. She even managed to eat sliced oranges, a couple of sandwiches and a chocolate bar and to drink a cup of
coffee without leaving the water or gripping so
much as the prov;erbial straw.
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By HORACE APPLETON.

In the cheerful dining-room of my bachelor
friend Stt~venson, a select party was assem bled
to celebrate his birthday. A very animated discussion had been carried on for some tirl1e as to
whether th~ first deviati on from integrity should
be treated with severity or leniency.
Variou s were the opinio11s, and numerous the
arguments bro~ght forward to suppol't them.
The majority seemed to lean to the side of
"Crush all offenses in th<' bud," when a warmhearted old gentleman exclaimed:
Depend upon it, more young people are lost to

Rociety from a first offense being tr(!atetl with in-

iurliciou.s severity than from the contrary extreme.
Not that I would pass over even the slightest
cleviation from integrity, either in word or deedthat would certain ly be mistaken kindness; but,
on the other hand, neither would I punish with
severity an offense committed perh aps under t he
influence of.. temptation-temptatio n, too, that we
ournelves may have thoughtlessly placed in the
way, in such a manner as to render it ir resistible.
For instanc<>: a lady hires a servant; the g-irl
has hitherto borne a good chan:.cier, but it is her
first plaLe, her honesty has never yet been put to
the test.
Her mistress, without thinl<ing of the continual
temp+atinr>s to which she is exposing- a fellow
cre·1t1nc, i:.; in 1he habit of leaving small sums of
mon ey, geT'rrni1y copper, lying about in her usual
sitting room.
After a while ~he beg-ins to think that these
sums a"e not always found exactly as she left
them.
Suspicion falls on 1.he girl, whose duty it is to
clean the room evNy mor;1inr;.
Her mistress, however, thinks she will be quite
convinced before she bring~ forward the accusation.
She counts the money carefully at night, and
the next morning some is missing.
No one ha s been in the rnom but the girl; her
guilt is evident.
Well, what does her mistress do?
"Why, she turns the girl oat of her hnnse at an
hour's notice: cannot, in conscience, gi \·e l:er a
character; tells all her friends how dreadfully
distressed she is; declares there is nothing but
ingratitude to be met with among servants;
laments over the depravity of human '.nature; and
never dreams of blaming herself for her wi cked
-yes, it is 'Wicked- thoughtlessness in this constantly exposing to temptation a young .. ignorant
girl; one, most likely, whose rnind, if not enveloped in total darkness, has only an imperfect
twilight knowledge, whereby to distinguish right
from wrong.
At whose door, I ask-eontinued he, waxing
warmer-will the sin lie, if that gi r l sinks inro
the lowest depths of vice and misery?
Why, at t he door of her wh o, after placing
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temptation in her very path, t urned her into t he
r itiless world, deprived of that which constituted
her only means of obtaining an h onest li velihood
-her character; and that without one effort to
!·eclaim , her, without affording a single oppor-•
tunity of retrieving the past, and regaining by
future good conduct the confi dence of her employer.
There is, I fear, too much in what you. say,
remarked our benevolent host, who had hithert o
ta~;en no part in the conversation, and it reminds
me of a circumstance that occurred in t he earlier
part of my life. which, as it may se1·ve t o illu strnt e the subject you have been discussing, I will
rehte.
In the outset of my business career (said he) I
took into my employment a young man to fill the
si1nat;on of under clerk; and according to the
rule I had laid down, whenever a stranger enterer! MY office, his clnties were of a nature to involve r.s little l'esp0nfiri1ity as possible until a
sufficient time had elapsed to form a correct estimate of his character.
This young m a n, whom I shall call Smith, was
of a r<~ spectable family.
He had lost his father, and had a mother and
sis1e~·s in some measure dependent upon him.
After he h~cl been a short time in my employment, it happened that my confidential clerk,
whnsC' duty it was to receive the money f1•om the
hank for the paynient of wages, being prevented
by an unforeseen cir~umstance from attending- a t
the P\OJ1Pl' time, 8cnt the sum required by Smith .
My confidence "·as so great in my head cle:i;k,
who Jrnrl hcrn long kn'lwn to me,• that I was not
in the habit of regularly · counting the money
when brought to me; but as on this occasion it
ha<l pnsf('d through other hands, I thought it
ri ght to do so.
'ThecC'fore, calling Smith back as he was Jeavinf( mv connting hou se. I d ?sired him to wait a
few '·ninu +es, and proce:cdcd to ascertain whether
it " ·as ouite correct.
G rc'at was my surprise ancl concern on finding
thnt there was a consiclerahle deficiency.
"From whom," said I, "did you receive this
money?"
He re]'ll-ied: "From Mr. - - - , " naming my
confirJPntial clerk.
"It is strange," mid I, looking steadily at him.
"But this money is incorrect, and it is th e 'first
time tint I have found it so."
Ee changed countenance, anrl hi s eye fell before .. ine; but he answered with tolerable comJP'']H'C, "That it wa~ as he had received it."
"It is in vain," I replied, "to attempt to impose upon me, or to endeavor to cast suspicion on
one whose character for the strictest honesty
ancl undeviating integrity is so well established .
Now, I am perfectly convinced that you have
bkcn this money, and that it is at this m oment
in ym1r possession; and I think the evid21:ce
against you would be thought sufficient to justify
me in immediately dismissing you from my service. But you are a very young man; youl' conduct h:-is. I believe, been h itherto perfectly correct, and I am willing to afford you an opp:ntunity of redeeming the past. All knowledge of this
m atter i·ests between ou rselves, Candidly con-
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fess, therefore, t11e error of which you have been
guilty, restore what you have so dishor.estly
• taken; ende:wor by your future good conduct to
clescrve my confidence and respPct, and this circumstaPce shall never tran spire tn injure you."
The poor fellow was deeply afTectcd.
In a voice almost inarticulate with emotion he
acknowledged his guilt, and said that, haviDg
fre<Juentl:J seen rne r?reive the money without
counting it. on bPing entrusted with it himself
the idea had fhsh<'rl across his mind that he
might easily ab~tr-::ct some without i'"lcurrjng
suspici011, OT at 111! PYents without thcTe beiEgsufficicnt evidence to justify it; that, being in rl!st ress, the t empbtion had pr•w<'d stronge1· than
his power of rcsisbmce, and he . had yielcled.
"I cannot now," he contfrucd. "prove J1ow
ileeply your forbeara!1ce has t"uched ;ne; tirn~
alone ran show that 1t has not been misplaced.
He left me to resume his duties.
Days. w<'eks anrl months passed by, during
w hirl; I $Crutinizc.i his conduct with the greatest
·nxietv. while at the same time I careful1y
s nicic ns
n··rnrrl~d against any appearance of su_
- ' '1.trhfulness. and with delight I observed that so
-w n'V exp(;riment had succeeded. The greatest
1c ~h rity and attf'Yltion-:-the u_tmost devotion to
~w interests-marked his busmess habits, ancl
i-h is without display; for his <Jniet apd humble
deportment was from that time remar•rnhle .
At Jpno-th. finding his conduct invariably mark<'d bv th~ utmQst openness and plain dPaling, my
rnnflctence in him was so far restored that, on
"· vricancy occurring in a situation of grea. ter
ti·ust 3nd emolument than the one he had h1th,. -t" filled , I placed.him in it, and never had I the
.l:ghtrst reason to repent of the part I had acteJ
towa1·d him.
Not onlv had I the pieasure of reflecting that
probability, save~ a fellow creasure
T h:td, in
f r rim a ccintinued course of vice and conseouent
,.,,isery, and afforded him the opportunity of ~e
·· oming a respectable and u seful member of soc1et ··, but I harl _gained for myself an i!1defatigable
s e~ant-a fmthful and constant. fnend.
For years has he served me with the greatest
fidelity and devotion. His character for rigid,
'lay even scrupulous honesty, was so well known
that "as honest as Smith" became a proverb
.
.
among his acquaintai:ces.
One morning I missed him from his accustomed place, and upon ii:qu!ry l~~rned that he
was detained at home by md1spos1t1on.
Several days elapsed, and still he was absent;
and upon calling at his home to inquire after
him, I found the family in great distress on his
account.
His complaint had proved typhus fever of a
malignant kind.
From almost the commencement of his attacks
he had, as his wife (for he had been some time
married) informed me, lain in a state of total
unconsciousness, from which he had roused only
to the ravings of delirium, and that the physician
gave little hope for his recovery.
For some days he continued in the same state;
at length a message was brought t o me, saying
that Mr. Smith wished to see me; the messenger
addinJ?.: that Mrs. Smith hoped I would come as
0

0

0
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soon as poss ible, for she fe!lred her husband was
dying. I immediately obeyed the summons.
On entering his chamber, I found the wh?le
of hjs family assPmbled to take farewell of him
they so tenderly loved.
As soon as he perceived me, he motioned for
hie to approach near to him, and taking my hand
in both of his, he turnc11 towards me his dying
countenance, full of gn1titudc and affection, and
said:
"My dear r:~ast<'r, my best earthly friend, I
haYe sent for y <1u, that I may give you the thanks
and blessings of a dying man for all your goodne£s to me. To yo11-i; generosi ty and mercy I
owe it thnt I h ave lived useful and respected,
that I die lamented and happy. To you I owe it,
that I leave to my children n name un~ullied by
crime, that in aftf''" y<.'ars the blush of shame
shall nevc1· tinge thei:- cheeks at the memo1y of
their father."
Then turnin~ t0 his f'lm'.ly. he said:
"My beloved wife and rhi'ctr:m, I entrust you
without fe a r to the care of th?t Heavenly Parent
who lrns said: 'Le;i.ve the fatherless children
nnto Me, ai~d I will pre ~ erve them alive, <knd let
thy wiJm,vs trust in l\1e.' And yon, my dear
ma;,ter, wi!1, I know, be to the m as you have been
to me-a guiC:c, protector and friend."
Th at, contiDued the kind old mcin, looking on
us with glistening eyes, though mixed >vith sorrow, w:ots one of the ha-ppiest mnments of my life.
As I stood by the bedside of the dying man,
and looked around upon his children growing up
virtuous, intelligent and upright, respecting and
honoring, as much as they loved, their father;
when I saw his wife, though overcome with g-rir>f
for the loss of a tender vnd bcl0vcd husband, yet
sorrowing not as one without hope, but even in
that moment of agony derivi1Jg comfort in the
belief that she should meet him again in that
world where" Adieus and farewel1s are a sound unknown,"
When I listened to his fervent expressions of
gratitude, and saw him calmly awaiting the inevitable stroke, trusting in the mercy of Goel,
and at peace with his fellow men; and when I
thought of what the reverse of all this might
have been--erime. misery, a disgrnceful and dishonorer! life, perhaps a shr:meful and violent
death, had I yielded to the first impluse of indignation, I felt a happiness which no words can express.
My friends, I am an old man. During a long
and eventful career in business, I have had intercourse with a lmost every variety of temper
and disposition, and with many degrees of talent,
but I have never found reason to swerve from the
principle with which I set out in life; to "temper
justice with mercy."
Such was the story of our friend , and I believe
there was not one in that company but returned
home more disposed to judge leniently of the failings of his fellow creatures, and as far as lay ;;-;
his power. t o extend to all who might fall into
temptation, that mercy which, under similar circumstances, he would wis h shown to himself,
feeling "that it is more blessed to save than to

destroy."
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c.~ ul' ;/ WuOu vi L11e required length, they patiently
wo1·.- ai it wnn draw :;l:la\/e "'"" Kn1te until it is
the r;gnt size and ta]:Je1·e1.1 tu suit the workman.
'l'htm n i:; usually haruencd in the coals before•
putting on the co1·d, which t11~y braid themselves.
If a pole breaks, as it often does, lhe broken
parts are lashed together with string, pitch is
smeared over and melted by being rub1.;ed with a
h ot stone, which makes the pole as strong as before.
The Indians generally fish from the bank or .
from platforms built over the water, says the
"Fishing Gazette." They thrust the long pole
out acrnss the river as far as they can, and let
the current carry it down and into the bank,
trusting to chance and a quick jerk to hoo!s: th e
fish if theY, feel one in the water.

••

.....

••

lTErvts OF INTEREST

LAUGHS

LASSOO DELA WARE STUGEON.
How William Beckett and William Bayer lassooed a sturgeon in the Delaware River at the
upper end of Reedy Island is one of the big items
of conversation in lower New Castle County.
The men sighted the sturgeon and having no
pa,raphernalia they decided as a joke to lasso it
with a small rope. A lucky throw caught the
huge 'fish behind tl\e gills.

Director-Say, my man, how is it that Shakespeare's statue is standing on the pedestal marked
Scott? Attendant-He must have got his base
on an error, $ir.
Doctor-The increasing deafness of your wife
is merely an indication of advancing years and
you can tell her that. Husband-Hum! vVould
you mind te lling her that yourself, doctor?

KILL 300 WOLVES IN MONTH.
"What reason have you for thinking that the
State wolf hunters in the Upper Peninsula de- thief who entered your house was a locksmith
stroyed more than 200 wolves a month ~uring by trade," asked the detective: "Why, I saw him
the spring. Sam Bennett of Kenton and his dog make a bolt for the door," said the victim of the
Sandy are the champion wolf hunters of Michi- rnbbery.
gan. Mr. Bennett has hunted and t rapped most
of his life. His dog is sixteen years old. Sandy
• "O~, John," said Mrs._ Popley, "you must raise
and his owner did away with twenty-eight wolves a pair of these long side whiskers." ' "What!"
in a little over a month. When a den is located exclaimed Popley; "why, I thought you detested
the wolves are dug out and killed or shipped to that sort of--" "Yes, but Mr. Dubley was
the State Game Farm at Mason.
~ere to-day. He has them, you know, and it was
Just too cute to see the way baby pulled them."
SNAKES INVADE R. R. STATION.
Judge-You were most brave in capturing the
"Wow! Wait till I kill this big snake !" yelled
W. B. Kinney, third trick block t elegrapher of burglar, Frau Wachtig, but to injure him so sethe W . & A. Railroad, at the dispatcher's tele- veroly was hardly right of you. Witness-I didn't
phone as he was Teporting a train. Hi s eyes know he was a burglar at all. I had waited up
rerristered horror as a four-foot rattlesnake came nearly three hours for my husband, and thought
w1~thing through the door into the office. Kinney the robber was he.
bombarded the reptile with about everything movable in reach, finally smashing the snake's head.
A little boy told his friend, another youngster
Long continued drought has emboldened snakes, that his mother was accustomed to give him ~
who are desperate in their hunt for water.
penny every morning so that he should take his
medicine in l?eac~ an~ qu.ietness. "Well, what
do you do w1.th . 1t?" mqUired the little fri end.
INDIANS CATCH SALMON WITH IRON "Mother puts 1t m the money box until there is a
"GRABHOOK."
shilling." "And what then?" "Why, then mothThe Indians 'fish for salmon with a "grabhook," er buys another bottle of medicine with it."
a large iron hoo!c fastened to a pole by a loose
r.ord three or foUI· feet long. A hole at the blunt
"Me an' the preacher went fishin' yesterday,"
end of the hook that slips over the top of the pole
keeps it in' place until the fish is hooked. Then he said. "I caught all the fish; an' 'tlf course,
the hook is pulled off the pole, and the cord gives he felt mighty bad over it, as he well k:r;iowed I'd
the fi sherman a chance to play his fish, if neces- tell it; an' what do you reckon he done?" "Dunno." "Got up in meetin' Sunday mernin', looked
sary, before dragging it ashore.
The hooks are made by the blacksmith, but the straight at me, an' give out the text: 'All liars
poles, ab out twenty feet in length, the Indians shall have their portion in the lake that burns
make the mselves of red fir. Taking a rough piece with fire an' brimstone.'"
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
GIRLS CHECK F ORES T FIRE.
For three hours 150 girls from Camp Mecnagha, "Wis., a summer school, fought flames w hich
threaien~d to consume the 4,000-acre forest of
the Peninsula State Park.
Everett Valentine saw the flames a nd t urne d
t" the girls' camp for help. T he girls, members
· "f prominent families from all parts of th0
United States, dropped tennis racquets a nd books
and formed a bucket line. The fire was checked.
GIRL SHOOTS AT BOAT ERS . .
Two little maidens, scantily clad, were shot at
while out in a rowboat near Sisterville, W. Va .
Police found a young girl .l iad done the shooting.
"Yes, I shot at them," she confessed, and
cursed; "if they come again I'll shoot to kill. "
"They came at night," she suid, "and we missed
chickens and lois of garden produce. T hen in the
day time they'd rnw up and down the river
clothed in almost nothing and kick their fee t in
the air and yell :
"'Hey thei·e, Rube-rubber! '"
GERMANS

USE "WHALE MEAT FOR
HAMBURGER.
The German taste for hamburger seems to be
greater than the supply of meat with which to
make it.
At :rny rate, exports of w ha le meat from Van- r-ouver, B. C., to Germany are rapid ly increasing.
It was said that whale meat was to be used i n the
manufacture of hamburger in Germany. and t hat
in many caEes it was actually preferred to any
other ingredient.
The latest shinment of wh ale meat left here
r ecently aboard "the H olland-American freighter·
Noorderijk. A n other will follow shortl y.

towns. Reynolds, a local preacher, was as;;cd to
fi ll t he pulpits. When he mi! kes the trip it means
walking seven miles from his farm to Barn<'Sville, where he boards a bus th?..t takes him to
Loydsville, three miles from t he Mtle towns
where the congregations are located. Sometimes
autoists carry him the last three mileg of the
trip, but he is always sure of getting- the seven
m ile hike between this place and BarnPsville,
both going and coming. A man of about 40, Reynolds is noted for dem6nstrative - methods of
p reach ing.
SPRINGS BTIEAK IN
SUl'.'1MER.
Did you ever have the mainspring of 8. watch
break? I:f you did, the chances are th<>.t thi~ occurred in thunderstorm weather, writes C. A .
Driggs in Popular Mechanics. It has been the
experience of many ,iewelers that in thunderstorm seasons the number of broken watch mainsprings inr-reases greatly. This has been erroneously ascribed, thour;h sorr.ewhat vag11cly, to the
effects of electricity, magncti,m, and of the roise
from the thunder, bnt an nnalyRis of the e"phnations attempted fai ls to dE>velop any rc::tsonable
relation in accord with th<'se ideas.
This matter has recently been made the subject of a scientific study. It was fl.llally foun d
to al·ise from the fact that at this t ime of the
year the air was both warm and moist, and that
b oth of these conditions facilitate ru sting. A
small spot of ru~t often st?.rts on the spring or
in a crack, and the sp1·ing soon· weakens and lets
go. The trouble is therefore not due t o any mysterious effects of magnetism or electricity. It
can largely be prevent~d by a lay er of oil on th e
su rface of the spring.
WHY

WAT CH

T W O K I LLED TEN BEARS .
R eturn ing t o K amlocps after six week s of
NEW WHITE SMOKE SCREEN .
thrilling adventures in the rugged country of t he
A white smokP. screen, denser and more imBig Bend on the Columb ia River. J . W. French penetrable to vision than any smoke screen yet
a nd Leo T ennis, t he latter a fu llbl ood Shu swap inven ted, was dem onstrated t he other day at
Indian, broug ht back the ~k ins of ten bears-six Camp Meade for th e members of th e Tieserve
grizzlies, two cinn amon s and t wo bla cks. E ach O:fficers' T rain ing Camp. It is a now invC'ntion ,
of t h e h unt ers got his bag li m it of t hree g riz- the secr et of which is being guarded closely by
zlies, t h ree measurin g mo r~ th an eig ht f eet in chemists a nd a r my officers directing its u se.
length.
·w hen th e smoke candles were lighted, instead
On one occasion th e hunte r s sigh ted eight griz- of seeing black clou ds rise, as on t he battlefields
zlies on on e slide, t his b eing t he largest g r oup of F rance, the reserve officers wer e su r pr ised by
of b ears ever seen in t h at pa rt of B ri ti sh Colum- the beautiful white clou ds, w h ich r ose from the
bia. At t h a t 1lime the limit was within one of ground so dense tha t they seemed a lmost solid.
being complete, s o no effort w as m a de to disturb
Major Ea r l U. Atkisson, comman dant of the
the bears. The i::ixth bear was shot nex t day.
Edgewood Arsenal, said t he w hite smoke candles
not only possessed a greater obscuring power,
LONG WALK TO FILL PULPIT.
but produced sm oke in grea ter qu a ntities. T.h•ey
The Rev. N eff ·J. Reynolds of Somerton, Ohio, are not poison ou s a nd produce no toxic effect.
walks seven miles to take a bus which carries
"Ther e is no point to infan try a dvancing in
him to within three miles of where he preach es the open a ny m or e," said Ma jor Atkisson. "The
at Lafferty and Bannock. He st a rts the twenty- smoke candles ca n be" thrown in front of a n adfive mile trip by arising Sunday morning at 3 va nci ng line by mor tars or a r tillery. The white
smoke makes a m uch more opaque protective
o'clock
The Methodist Church recently organized con- screen than blacK, a nd it is absolutely ha r mless
• g regations in Bannock and Lafferty mining to the person passing through it."
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
SUICIDE ASKS DOCTOR'S AID.
Ethelbert Crawford, fifty-one, formerly a railroad and Western Union telegrapher at New
York, shot himself with a rifle at his home at
Tusto n, Sullivan County, N. Y., where he lived
with his aged mother. He had just asked Dr.
Glatzmeyer of Narrowsbu rg, who was attending
him, where his heart was. The physician with
a pencil drew an outline of the rigion of the
heart on Craw.ford's chest and then stepped from
·
the- becfsiiie to prepare some medicine.
As he did so Crawford leaped from the bed,
ran into another room, seized a loaded rifle and
holding the muzzle to the marks on hi s chest discharged the weapon. Death was in stant.

CAT KEEPS A WIDOW'S FAMILY
IN MEAT.
Here's a cat that earns his own board.
He also supplies a widow's family with meat
daily.
This cat's name is "Tiger," and he belongs to
Mrs. G. W. Smith of Tenth and Central avenues,
between Claremont and Upland, Los Angeles,
Cal.
Mrs. Smith's claim for Tiger is that he has
almost human intelligence.
Tiger is a big, husky feline and every day for
some time he has been going out into the San
Antonia wash, which adjoins the 1Smith homestead, and bringing back a cotton-tail rabbit.
When thoroughly scrubbed and cleaned, said
cotton-tail furnished meat for the Smith family.
And a choice, well-cooked piece went to Tiger.
He is happy. He's cutting down the H. C. of L.
for the Smith fam ily.
INDIAN SKELETON S FOUND.
An old Indi:m burying ground, with skeletons
i 1 an excellent state of preservation, was found
the other day at the Baltimore Young Men's
Christian Association camp, en Rehoboth Beach,
Del., by Prof. Marvin H. Markle of Baltimore.
The first grave was found at the top of a
hill where the recent rain s had washed the sand
from the face of th e hill, showing a cross section of the grave. Some of the bones turned to
dust when touched, and many are in a crumbly
condition, although the skull, with its cheekbones,
is in good condition, while ten teeth were found,
nine being perfect. A small metal piece was found
near the skull, on which was a rude etching of
a.bear in a sitting position.
Later more skeletons were found, and seve ral
tomahawks and spear heads. It is believed the
hill was the site of a battle in which Delaware
Indians took part, and where the warriors were
buried after the battle. The skeletons are evi.
dently those of young men.
Hundreds of visitors are inspecting the cliff,
which has been carefully fenced Qff from souvenir
rnnters.

BOOTBLAC KS IN DUBLIN OVER A
CENTURY AGO.
Among the populace of Dublin in 1780 the
shoeblocks were a numerous and formidable bodv .
The polish they u sed was lampblack and egg~,
for which th ey purchased all that we1·e rotten i •1
t he markets. Their implements consisted of "
three-legged stool, a basket containing a blunt
knife called a sp ud, a painter's brush ancl an
·
old wig.
A gentleman u suatly went out in the mornin rwith •dil'ty boot's Ol' ~ hoes , sure to find a sho~~
black sitting on hi s stool at the corner of th ::
street. Th e gentleman put his foot in the IJ.~ ,
of the shoeblack v;ithout cel'emony, and the artis-•
scraped it with his spud, wiped it with his wi ~·
and then laid on his composition thick as paint
with his painter's brush.
The stuff dried with rich polish, requirin" no
friction and little inferior to the elaborate ~od
ern fluid s, save only tl1e intolerable odors exhaled from eggs in a high state of putridity and
which filled the house which was entered b~forc
the composition was quite dry, and sometimes
even tainted the air of fashionable drawing
rooms.
THE NATURAL BRIDGE
"The history of the Natural Bridge is remarkably interesting. It was mentioned first, I think.
by Burnaby in 1757, who spoke of it as a 'natural
arch or bridge joining twel high mountains with
a consitlerable river 1:1nderneath.' A bloody india; 1
fight occurred near 1t about _1770. Washington.
when a SUl'Vey.or for Lord Fan·fax, visited it an cl
~arved his name, where it can now be seen . Dur~
mg. t~e Revol~twn. the Frehch organized two e.x,Ped1t1?ns to v1s1t. it. From their. measurement s
and diagrams a pictu re was made m Paris which
for nearly_ half a century was copied in Europe
and Amenca as conect. The origi:oil tract was
granted by the king to Thomas Jetforson in 1774.
After Jefferson became President he visited ~he
place, surveyed it and made the map with his
own hands. The. nex·t year he returned, taking
two slaves, 'Patrick Henry' and his wifP. For
these two the former President built a log cabin
with two rooms, anc+. directed one to be kept ope~
for the entertainmen t of strangers. The slaves
were never manumitted. Jefferson left here a
large book for 's~ntiments.' Unfortunatel y the
book was a~cider.tii!ly destroyed in 1845 and only
'.'! part of it remams. Above the bridge is an
immense glen, probably once a cave, w:hich ext e nds !or a mile to Lace \V ater Falls. There is
much to SPe in this glen-a saltpetre cave worked for niter during the War of 1812 and 'by the
Confederates in 1862, and Lost Rivel', a subterranean stream which shoots out of a cavern high
in the wall, and disappears in another nearly opposite. Above the arch some one has carved,
Natural
'Whoever drinks here shall return.'
Bridge Park is a p 1ateau 1,500 feet above the sea
and comprises abrrnt 2,000 acres. It is about two
miles away from the James.'"
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LINES OF THE
PALM BETRA Y
WE AK MINDS.
The three pr incipal lines of the
hand - those of
life, head and
heart - a r e norm ally p r esent a
few weeks before
a child is born,
all the others a re
acquired by u se.
In an a ddr ess
read recently in
London by D r. F.
G.
Crook sh ank,
he s aid the early
presence of those
three lines, w as
a n example of
the law of ant icipation ~ th at is
to say, characters
acquired for the
race by r esponse
to need t end to
appear in successive generations
in anticipation of
t:\le exercise for
which they are
a dapted.
When an ill
brought up child,
an idiot, or an
a pe grasped a
fork, a stick or a
st raw, not as we
h old a p en or a
kni fe, but across
t he palm, a broad
t ransverse crea se
was made which
showed how the
lines of h ead and
heart had been
different i a t e d
f rom one t ran sverse ' prim itive
line su it ed to t h is
primitive
u sage
of the h a n d. Such
a line was seen
on the h a n ds of
many
monkeys,
and it w as this
single transverse
line
that
\vas
seen on th e palm
or p alms of man y
M o n g o 1 s , the
word Mongol being u sed here t o
define a certain
undeveloped type
of mente.lity.
The lines on
the
palms
of
M o n g o 1 ~ also
t end to be different on the ' right
pr left hand.

WHY GROW O LD?•

Vl -t a l -o - t ee
T ab le ts a r~
a s ur P PE P prod u cer nucl ne rve to nic.
ll est o r e Strern;th , E n e r gy a n d Yo u thfu l Vig ·
or. Mo n ey back if not satl$tlerl. O nl y $1
bo x of 30: 6 boxes. $5. ~ ! ailed in pl a in
wra ppr> r . W"rit e t o- cl ay. The Yltalotee Co.,
Box 268, Div. B, Knus ns City ,

~Io.

Don't send me one cen t-j ust let me
p r ove I t t o you as I have <lone for over

OVERS-"G UI DE.or AaEasyRoadto}farrlife

7:1!:
tc;,t~:: l~t~:S~S:~c~~sfu~~~~:
for bunions ever made and I want you to

me send you my FaJryfoot trt?atment
. \\ JetFree.
I don't care bow many so·CAlled
cures, shields or fads you ever tried
I
1_.. I i 'I withou t success- don't care h ow dis·
_

'" .. ~

11• ..B ow MC.• rt • Duhtul Qlrl. 0 8 - to Woou e ,1,..,•• B"'

i.41 mt.o• ld M&aa1• Bn BM ll to make him Propote Mlil"ri&p.
to Oa..h • R lobB.obelor. "Bow to Win tbe P -.·oro fLad ML
•Wect.4iAc•dq......... ,6o. A.llnbjeoU h•l.Pful t• ln•u. 1 OC POaTPAI Q
H-

'
'

a bsolu te con6dence m it that I a m g o .

FREE. It ia a w on derful yet simple
bome remedlwbich relieves you almost

W AKD J> UH. CO., Tilton, N, H .

CURED His

~;t~!j':na:~:r!i~d~:~dalihi~~ ~~~h

Ins to ••nll it to y ou ab s o lute ly

!:!~.i':~lt~e t~~fo~!h~\~~r:~b:8u~~:

deformity diaap~all t bia while

J;.t";,'.':,;j•~';.g~~!•~~~:!'.ev.::.'d
:i::~:a~!t':1!J:O:~\v~~rc:~~ in

foot Remedr Ce.,

2201 Millard b., ikpL S

Chlu110

..~:~~~:,~~~: T0BA·- CC 0

to red fo r rheu mati.... m eve r si nce I came ou t
of t h e arm y , ove r 50 ~,.ea rs ago. Like many
othNS, I s pe n t m oney freely fo r so-ca ll e~
·cures' an d I l1ave read about ' U r ic Aci d
u ntil I cou ld n lm o8t tast!' it. I could not
s lee p nights or walk witho u t pain: my
han rls w e r e so sore anu sliIT l coul d n ot
hold a p en. B u t now I am agai n In a cti ve
husi n PS:> an d ca n wn l k wi1h ease o r write
a ll clay with comfort.
F riends a r P s u r·
p r ised· at t h e c lla ng-e." You m ig-b t ju st a s
wpll attem p t to p ut o ut a fire w ith oil as
tr)" to get ricl of yo ur rheumnti sm , n euritis
an<l li ke com p la in ts by tak in g t rPa t ment
s u pposPd t<f rl rive T'ric Add out of your
blood ancl hody.
It took ill r. Ashrlman
,; ; 11· vP>t r s to fin d ou t the t r ut h. He l<'nrtw•1
ho ,\· ·to get rid of thE" 1ruP en use of l1i~
rheumat ism, othPr disorclPr~. and re<.:oYer
h is strE:'ngth from ••'t'hE" I nnf•r :\ J .'· ~terie~."
now hei ng distr i buted f r ee h.v an autho r ity
w h o devoted over twl' n ty years to till' scien·
t iflc stu dy of t h is trouble. If any rNul e r of
t his pape r wi shes " 'I'b e Inne r ~ I Y•tcr
les of R h e u matism" ove rl ooked hy doctors
an d scie n tists fo r centuries I p nst, simp ly
send a p os t ca r cl o r l ette r to H. P . Clcq r ·
wa te r , N o. "34 .T St r eet , Ilu.!l o we ll , Mai ne.
~ C" nd n o w, l eR t ~r ou . f o r g-et !
I f n o t a s u ffe r e r . c ut o u t this n o ti ce 1u1rl b n n rl t lli s
g-oorl new s and o ppo rtunit y to s ome ufflt c t Pcl
fri e nd . Al l wh o sen cl will r Pceivt' it ll y
r e turn mail wi t h o ut any charge whateve r .

or

SNUFF HABIT

Cured or NO p AY
~
No m a t te r wb e the r u sed in pipe , ci gnrettr's,
riga r s , cb ewe<l, or u sed In th e for m o f snu rr.
~ u perba Tobacco H emNl y contai ns n oth in ~
i nju rio u s, n o d ope, poi~ons, o r 11 ahi t -forming dr ugs. Guaran l eecl . Sen t on t r ia l. Tr
it cures costs yo u one rtolla r . lt if fuils or
if you are not perfectly satisfied, costs yo u
nothing. W rite for full remedy t o rl uy.
~Ul'E RB A C O ) ll'ANY , ) 121, .Baltim o r e , Md.

VEN

RILc~e

t11 u g bt almo•t any ono at ho m e.
Sma ll
cost. Sen d TODAY 2 cents for par tic u l:u •
and proof.
G E ORG F. W. SMITH
Room lll-146, 1 25 N . J e ff A v e., Peoria., I ll,

S 0 -If E-N Es· S -HE-A LE- D

l!ore or op" n
~•·sem a 'healA<I
ri:ee hooll: And
.&.. C . Llea>e. Hll7

le11:a, u leere, enlarged nlna,
w hil e :ron wo r ll:. Write tor
de8er1 hP your own caee.
Greea Ba7 A-. ~HllwlMlkM. lVt•

Learn At Home in Spare Time

ARREN BIGELOW, the Finger Print Detective, was
making his usual review in the morning newspapers.
He had just finished reading the press reports of the
daring robbery of the offices of the T- 0 - Company
when the telephone on his desk rang. Central Officewas ca lling,
asking him to come immediately to the scene of the robbery.
#though he drove his high powered roadster rapidly and
arrived very shortly at his destin ation, he had plenty of time
to consider the main features of the case as repmted by the
press. The job had undoubtedly been done by skilled cracks·
men and robbers of uncommon nerve. Sixty.five hundred
dollars in currency-the company pay-roll-were gone. Not
a single, apparent clew had been found by the police.

Could you im 2gine more fascinating work than this? Often
life and death depend upon decisions of finger·print evidence
-and big rewards go to the Expert. Thousands of
trained men are now needed in this great field. The finger
print work of governments, corporations, police depart·
ments, detective agencies and individuals has created a
new profession. Many experts regularly earn from $3,000 to
$10,000 a year in this fascinating game. And now you can
easily learn the secrets of this new Science in your spare
time - at home. Any man with common school education
and average ability can become a Finger Print Detective in
a surprisingly short time.

Finger Print Expert Solv.ea Mystery

Free Course in Secret Service

W

For a limited time we are making a special offer of a
On his arrival, Bigelow was greeted by Nick Austin, Chief
Profeuional Finger Print Outfit, aboolutely Free, and Free
of Detectives, who had gone over the ground thoroughly.
Courao in Secret Serrice lntelli·
.
"Hello, Warren. Here's a job
11enc•. Mastery of these two
,,
f ~
that has us stumped. I hope you
kind_red professions will open a
'117fflfl•J.
can unravel it for us."
brilllant career for you.
By this time, the district offi·
Write quickly for fully illuscers and the operatives from
trated free book on Finger Prints
Central Office had almost given
which explains this wonderful
·~
up the investigation. After hours
training in detail. Do~'t wait Uf!·
I I
6'1
._, ,
of fruitless efforts, their work
til this offer has expired - mail
•
was at a standstill. They were
the coupon now. You may never
completely baffled.
You assume no obligationagain!
announcement
this
see
With lively interest and a feeling of relief they stepped back
you have everything to gain and nothing to lose. Address
to await the results of the Finger Print Detective's findings.
They were plainly awed at his quiet, assured manner. The
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE
adroit old Chief t.L"!lself was manifestly inlpressed at the
Chicago, lllinoia
Dept. C109, 1920 Sunnyaide Avenue,
quick, sure way in which Bigelow made his investigation.
Almost immediately Bigelow turned his attention to a heavy
llllllllllltllllftllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIUll llllllllllUUCllllllllJflll
table which had been tipped up on its side. Exemination of
U1<IVERSITY of APPLIED SCIENCE. Dtpt.Cl09, 1920 S11R11Jsid• A•., Cliiaao
the glossy mahogany showed an excellent set of finger prints.
Gentlemen: Without any obHgation whatever send me your
The thief might just as well have left his calling card.
~i': ·i~~~i!~:~:\~ds;;;~E~~~:~u;~:C~i~dat'b~ h: ~:
To make a long story short his prints were photographed
ind taken to Central Office, where they were matched with
d'eaaional Fina:er Print Outfit.
:hose of "Big Joe" Moran, a safe blower well known to the
he
Name .................................................... .............'ls.
police. Moran was subsequently caught and convicted on
Bigelow's testimony and finger·print proof. Most of the
Addr.......................... . ................................... ,rl t·
money was recovered. In the meantime the T- 0 Company
;ree.
:
had offered a $500.00 reward, which was given to Bigelow: P,.eaent Occupatiota •••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••. A,a1 •••• rice,
his pay for two hours' work.
will
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